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Abstract 
Knowing the power demand of mobile applications is becoming a key area of interest for both 

end-users and developers due to the limited battery lifetime of mobile devices. The measurement 

of the power demand of the hardware components on which the application is running is required 

in order to understand the power demand of mobile applications. The different power demand 

performance of various mobile devices and hardware components cause difficulties in measuring 

the power demand on this granularity. 

 

Previous work has shown that differences occur in power demands of applications with similar 

functionality, and has presented several tools for power demand measurement. These tools often 

use additional hardware for the measurements, require complicated modifications of the 

operating system, or cannot provide the required granularity. Therefore, none of these tools 

provide a simple way for developers to identify the reasons for high power demand, on a 

hardware component and method level, for their apps.  

 

This thesis reviews the existing approaches that measure, record and analyze the power demand 

of applications, by conducting a literature review and comparing the tools according to defined 

characteristics, such as target apps, granularity, monitored resources, export of data and needed 

modifications and restrictions. Based on determined requirements from the review, an Android-

based prototype is presented. This prototype records the power demand of the specified hardware 

components and methods over a longer period, shows real-time information and provides an 

Excel export for detailed analysis. The prototype is implemented for the recently presented 

Android operating system version 5.0, which provides new APIs for battery statistics and power 

demand information. 

 

To evaluate the prototype the power demand of three Android fitness apps have been compared 

(RunnerUp, MyTracks, Runtastic) and differences up to 21.84% were discovered between the 

apps with similar functionality. Detailed reports detected the reasons for the differences in mobile 

data usage by up to 405.07%, cell standby up to 144.92 % and CPU up to 7.14%. In addition to 

the identification of the power consuming hardware components the power demand is determined 

on a method-level to give developers a point of reference on how to reduce the overall power 

demand of their applications. 

 

Keywords: 

Power measurements, energy measurements, power demand, energy consumption, mobile 

application, Android 5.0, Android traceview, energy savings, energy benchmarking, greenness of 

mobile apps, green IT 
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1 Introduction 
This chapter starts by addressing the motivation of the topic power demand recording of mobile 

applications (apps). Furthermore, it introduces the thesis’ objectives and points out the related 

work regarding this subject matter. Additionally, the three research questions that form the basis 

of this thesis are described in detail and the structure of this work is explained briefly. 

1.1 Motivation 
Mobile apps are part of our daily lives and simplify a wide range of activities performed every 

day. A well-known problem is the limited battery lifetime of mobile devices such as smartphones 

and tablets. Hardware manufacturers address this problem by increasing the energy efficiency, 

whereas operating system (OS) providers decrease their energy consumption with energy saving 

modes. These optimizations cannot compensate the increasing power demand but reduce the 

overall energy consumption (Winter/Jelschen 2012; Gottschalk et al. 2012). Moreover, the power 

demand of apps is a problem for the usability of such apps. According to Wilke et al. (2013b) 

over 18% of all Android1 apps that have user comments have comments complaining about 

energy efficiency. 

 

Experiments in the field of Enterprise Applications such as Customer Relationship Management 

Systems (CRM), Database Management Systems (DBMS) and Enterprise Resource Planning 

(ERP) software show differences of up to 145% for applications that satisfy the same functional 

requirements (Capra et al. 2010; Capra, Francalanci, & Slaughter 2012). In the field of mobile 

apps the experiments of Wilke et al. (2013a) show that advertisement on apps can increase the 

energy consumption by about 75% and more efficient User Interface (UI) navigation can lead to 

less energy consumption. Due to the huge variety of mobile devices it is difficult to measure the 

power demand with a high accuracy over time. According to Arya, Palit, and Naik (2011) 

different mobile devices show different behaviors for similar apps, network access modes or 

stand-alone parameters and Bunse, Naumann, and Winter (2013) point out that it is difficult to 

standardize different measurement approaches.  

 

To address this problem, this thesis presents an Android-based prototype that records the power 

demand of the hardware components and methods of mobile apps over a longer period, displays 

real-time power demand statistics and exports reports for detailed analysis. The prototype 

compares the power demand of fitness apps with similar functionality and identifies the hardware 

components and methods that are responsible for high power demand. Using this information, 

recommendations to developers can be given on how to reduce the overall consumption of their 

apps and on how to further increase the usability. 

1.2 Objectives 
The first objective of this thesis is to review the existing approaches that measure, record and 

analyze the power demand of apps. These tools are compared according to their hardware used 

and usability in order to identify concepts that can be adopted for the implementation of the 

                                                 
1 Android, https://www.android.com/, accessed at 10.10.14 
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prototype. In addition, input is also taken from tools that provide the recording of runtime 

statistics. With the help of this information, the required granularity of the recordings is defined. 

 

Starting from this research, another objective is the design and implementation of an Android-

based utility app that measures, records and displays the power demand of the different hardware 

components of a mobile device. In contrast to existing approaches, the utility app is designed to 

record the hardware components separately over a longer period and to provide real-time power 

demand statistics graphically. Furthermore, detailed reports about the hardware components and 

methods power demand enable simple evaluations and comparison between different apps. 

 

The last objective is the testing of the prototype to evaluate the accuracy of the hardware 

component measurements. Thus, the total power demand is compared to the sum of the 

individual hardware components. Moreover, different fitness apps are compared in order to 

identify hardware components that cause differences in power demand and determine the 

methods responsible. 

1.3 Related work 
Previous research presents several tools that measure the power demand of both enterprise and 

mobile apps. Johann et al. (2012) proposes metrics and measurements for metering power 

demand of enterprise applications with a hardware-based approach. Capra et al. (2010) measure 

and compars the power demand of Management Information Software (MIS) and open source 

enterprise applications (Capra, Francalanci, & Slaughter 2012). In addition to power demand 

measurements, several previous works measure software performance. Optimizing the 

performance does not necessarily result in less power demand (Bunse/Höpfner 2011). 

 

Among previous studies in the area of mobile app measurements, PowerTutor (Zhang et al. 

2010), PowerProf (Kjærgaard/Blunck 2012), Eprof (Pathak, Hu, & Zhang 2012) and AppScope 

(Yoon et al. 2012) support the measurement of the power demand on a hardware component 

level. The main functionalities of these tools is briefly explained below. PowerTutor is an 

Android-based power estimation system, which uses a power model generation tool and 

knowledge of battery discharging behavior for the measurements. PowerProf generates 

component power models based on a genetic algorithm. Eprof is a fine-grained energy profiler 

that analyzes the asynchronous energy state of an application and models the tail-state energy of 

hardware components on a method-level granularity. Finally, AppScope is an Android-based 

energy metering system that monitors the application’s hardware usage on a kernel level. 

PowerScope (Flinn/Satyanarayanan 1999) is another power measurement tool that provides 

process-specific power demand measurements of mobile devices that require an additional 

computing resource. Hardware-based measurements are conducted by Arya, Palit, and Naik 

(2011), who present a methodology for measuring the power demand of multiple smartphones. 

Moreover, Wilke et al. (2013a) and Carroll/Heiser (2010) compare the power demand of apps 

with hardware-based measurements. The Trepn profiler (Qualcomm 2014) and the tool from little 

eye labs (littleeyelabs 2014) measure the performance and power demand of Android apps. 
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Further related work researches the automatic generation of power consumption models of 

mobile devices (Willnecker, Brunnert, & Krcmar 2014). 

 

Recent research proposes several additional ways how to reduce the power demand in mobile 

apps. Young-Woo/Tilevich (2013) present a perfective maintenance approach where the 

maintenance programmer specifies the suspected energy consumption hotspots in a mobile app, 

and based on this input, parts of the functionality are offloaded to a cloud. Carcao (2014) 

proposes a spectrum-based fault localization technique to detect energy-leaks in software code. 

Hao et al. (2013) presents a new technique, eLens, which estimates the energy consumption of 

Android apps at the level of granularity of the entire application, method, path or source code 

line. It combines per-instruction energy modeling and program analysis to accurately estimate the 

energy usage of an app. 

 

These different approaches highlight the significance of the power demand recording of mobile 

apps. With accurate measurements on a hardware component and method level, developers can 

decrease the power demand of their apps. In addition, the comparison of apps regarding their 

power demand can assist end-users in their choice of software. 

1.4 Research questions and methodology 
In order to achieve the research objectives the following research questions will be answered. 

 

1. What approaches exist for measuring, recording, and analyzing the power demand of 

applications? 

 

This research question examines the existing concepts for measuring, recording, and displaying 

the power demand with a focus on mobile apps. The different ways of recording the power 

demand of the individual hardware components are identified and compared. To answer this 

question a concept-centric literature review according to Webster/Watson (2002) is undertaken. 

First, existing approaches and concepts are reviewed in the literature and existing apps, e.g. from 

the Google Play Store2, are analyzed. Furthermore, the requirements and the architecture for the 

prototype are specified and further research focuses on existing experiments that compare the 

energy consumption of mobile apps. Second, tools that trace the runtime statistics of apps are 

reviewed. The results of this research question are collected, compared and noted to provide an 

overview of the current state of research. 

 

2. How can the power demand of applications be measured and recorded with a tool-based 

approach? 

 

The answer to this research question is the introduction of a prototypical utility app that 

measures, records, and displays the power demand of running apps in a life-analysis. The 

advantages of different existing apps and Application Performance Management (APM) software 

                                                 
2 Google Play Store, https://play.google.com/store, accessed at 1.10.14 
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are combined, and a customized utility app used for measurement and recording of the power 

demand of apps is presented. The utility app is implemented for Android since the openness of 

this OS enables detailed analysis. The focus is on fitness apps because of their high power 

consumption when using Global Positioning System (GPS) data (Thompson, White, & Schmidt 

2011, 22) and the range of power-consuming hardware components that are used., e.g. the screen, 

the back-end communication, the accelerometer sensor, and other sensors. According to the 

requirements for the functional evaluation, this research question results in an implemented 

prototypical app for measuring, recording, and displaying energy usage. The methodology used 

to answer the second research question is the design of a prototype that measures and records the 

power demand of the different hardware components of apps. This is done with the design circle 

approach according to Takeda et al. (1990). The steps awareness of the problem, suggestion, 

development, evaluation and conclusion in the context of this thesis are shown in Figure 1. The 

implementation takes place for the Android OS; thus the implementation language is Java. 

 

 
Figure 1: Design circle in the context of this thesis 

(Source: adapted from Takeda et al. (1990, 12)) 

 

3. What power demand can be recorded with representative measurements? 

 

The third research question focuses on comparing the power demand of existing mobile apps 

with the same functional requirements. Existing approaches (Capra et al. 2010), in which the 

impact of MIS on IT energy consumption is examined, are discussed in the context of mobile 

apps. In this way, the suitable apps and the use case is identified for conducting a functional 

evaluation. The overhead of the implemented tool is analyzed and compered to existing 

approaches. A power experiment can be easily conducted by following presented guidelines. In 

order to answer the third research question and to evaluate the resulting app of research question 
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two, a functional evaluation is conducted. Therefore, the mobile device, the apps used and the 

granularity of the measurements are defined. Moreover, the tools and OS used are specified. 

Inputs for the procedure are taken from existing approaches (Capra et al. 2010; Wilke et al. 

2013a). In contrary to Wilke et al. (2013a), the recording is conducted in a life-analysis and the 

export of data is provided for detailed analysis. The power demand per hardware component is 

displayed, and reasons for these differences are examined. 

1.5 Thesis structure 
The structure of the thesis is based on the three research questions. Chapter 1 motivates the 

necessity of understanding the power demand of applications on a certain level of granularity. In 

chapter 2 basic characterizations of batteries, that are required to understand the units used 

subsequently, are described. Moreover, the characteristics of the power components that are 

processed in this work are listed. Chapter 3 answers the first research question with a review of 

the existing approaches to measure, record and analyze the power demand of apps. Chapter 4 

extends this review with tools that record the runtime statistics of mobile apps. Chapter 5 defines 

the requirements, describes the workflow, shows the architecture and specifies the class diagram 

of the prototype, which is the answer to the second research question. In chapter 6 guidelines for 

conducting an experiment with the prototype are presented, which list steps on how to use the 

prototype. The third research question is answered in chapter 7 where a functional evaluation is 

conducted to evaluate the prototype. The set-up is described and the results are presented and 

plotted. Moreover, the overhead of the prototype is analyzed. Chapter 8 summarizes the 

contribution of this thesis and chapter 9 provides an outlook and topics for future work. 
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2 Battery-related characterization 
This chapter explains the basic concept of batteries and its parameters. The batteries used in the 

context of laptops, cameras and mobile devices are rechargeable lithium-ion batteries (Van 

Noorden 2014, 26). Moreover, the difference between power demand and energy consumption is 

illustrated. Energy consumption is the total amount of energy used, whereas power demand is the 

immediate rate of that consumption (Tkotz 2006, 41-42). Lastly, the common power components 

that drain the battery of mobile devices are introduced in this chapter. 

2.1 Characteristics of rechargeable batteries 
To charge a secondary battery, it needs an electrical input to store chemical energy. The usage of 

that electrical energy discharges it. One battery consists of one or more electrochemical cells and 

is also called secondary cell because the electrochemical reactions can be reversed. In lithium-

ion, the current during discharge is due to lithium-ions moving from the negative to the positive 

electrodes. Every lithium-ion battery consists of several lithium-ion cells and has a specific 

discharge curve because of the decreasing voltage (Tkotz 2006, 65-66). An example for a 

discharging curve over time of a secondary lithium-ion battery is shown in Figure 1. The battery 

of the LG Nexus 5 was constantly drained with about 300 mA, from a battery level of 100 % to a 

battery level of 3%. The decrease of the voltage over time can be described with polynomial 

regression model, which is confirmed with a coefficient of determination of 0.98953 and a 

second-degree polynomial of 13.273x2 – 175.94 + 4236.3. The coefficient of determination 

provides a measure of how well observed outcomes are replicated by the model used, as the 

proportion of total variation of outcomes explained by the model. 

 

 
Figure 2: Discharging curve of the LG Nexus 5 

(Source: own illustration) 

 

The battery capacity is the amount of energy the battery can store. There is a difference between 

the amount the battery can store and the amount that can be extracted, because the latter depends 

on different variables, such as the type and age of the battery and the temperature. The electric 

charge that can be extracted from the battery is measured in Ampere-hours (Ah) (Tkotz 2006, 
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65). Formula 1 defines the capacity of a rechargeable battery, which is the discharging current 

times the time for discharging.  

 

C = I ∗ t 

 

C: Capacity   [C] = Ah 

I: Discharge current  [I] = Ampere (A) 

t: Discharging time  [t] = hours (h) 
Formula 1: Definition of battery capacity in Ah 

(Source: adapted from Tkotz (2006, 65)) 

 

The voltage of a battery is the potential difference between the electrodes and is measured in 

volts (V). The given voltage of a battery is the value it has when it is fully charged. By 

discharging the battery, the voltage decreases. Other parameters of batteries are cycle depth, 

weigh and volume, energy density, power density, operating temperature and self-discharge 

(Tkotz 2006, 66). 

2.2 Energy consumption and power demand 
The amount of energy that is consumed by a system or process is measured in watt-seconds (Ws). 

The Ws is a unit of electrical energy that is equal to the work that is done when a current of one 

ampere passes through a resistance of one ohm for one second (Tkotz 2006, 41). Formula 2 

describes the equation of energy consumption, which depends on the current, the potential 

difference and the time.  

 

E = I ∗ V ∗ t  
 

E: Energy Consumption  [E] = Ws 

I: Current   [I] = A 

V: Potential difference  [V] = V 

t: Time     [t] = seconds (s) 
Formula 2: Definition of energy consumption in Ws 

(Source: adapted from Tkotz (2006, 66)) 

 

In the electricity market, the kilowatt-hour (kWh) is more commonly used than the Ws. 

3,600,000 watt-seconds are conform to one kWh. Joule (J) is an equivalent unit; therefore one J 

equals one Ws. 

 

Power in general is the rate at which energy is transferred with respect to time. Electric power is 

measured in watts (W) (Tkotz 2006, 42). Formula 3 describes the definition of electric power, 

which depends on the current and the potential difference. This means the relationship between 

energy consumption and power demand is that energy consumption can be defined by power 

demand times time.  
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P = I ∗ V 

 

P: Power    [P] = W 

I: Current   [I] = A 

V: Potential difference   [V] = V 
Formula 3: Definition of electrical power in W 

(Source: adapted from Tkotz (2006, 43)) 

 

The current through a conductor between two points is directly proportional to the potential 

difference across the two points. In this context the constant of proportionality is the resistance. 

Thus, the current is defined as the potential difference divided by the resistance (Tkotz 2006, 35), 

as shown in Formula 4. 

 

I =  
V

R
 

I: Current   [I] = A 

V: Potential difference  [V] = V 

R: Resistance   [R] = Ohm 
Formula 4: Definition of current in A 

(Source: adapted from Tkotz (2006, 35)) 

2.3 Power components 
Power components in a mobile device are responsible for the drain of the battery. The 

components responsible for most of the battery life include the screen, Central Processing Unit 

(CPU), cellular networking, Wi-Fi, GPS, sensors, cell standby and the power demand when idle. 

These components are listed and described in this section. 

 

The screen of a smartphone is one of the components that are responsible for high power demand, 

but different screen technologies have different power demands. The two most commonly used 

technologies in mobile devices are Liquid-crystal Display (LCD) panels and Organic Light 

Emitting Diode (OLED) displays. LCDs consist of a layer of glass that is coated with a 

transparent conductor. A human finger interrupts the electrostatic field and the processor of the 

phone detects the touch (Yiran et al. 2012, 1). The OLED technology (Forrest 2003, 2) consist of 

a layer of organic material that is placed between two conducting sheets, an anode and a cathode, 

surrounded by glass plates. The advantages over LCD displays are the color reproduction, faster 

response times, wider viewing angles and higher brightness. Active-Matrix Organic Light-

Emitting Diode (AMOLED) displays are a type of OLED displays and are commonly used in top 

end phones. Samsung3 developed Super AMOLED displays that are built with touch sensors on 

the display itself. Therefore, this technology is thinner than other technologies (Cristaldi, Pennisi, 

& Pulvirenti 2008). The power demand of LCD panels depends on the brightness of the screen 

(dark, dim, bright) regardless of the display content, hence the external lighting influences the 

power demand. In contrast, the power demand of OLED-based displays is dependent on the 

                                                 
3 Samsung, http://www.samsung.com/de/home, accessed at 10.12.14 
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display content, because the pixels are emissive (Mian, Choi, & Lin 2009, 2). The measurements 

in this thesis are conducted with the LG Nexus 5, which has a LCD display. 

 

The CPU drains a big part of the battery-life of modern mobile devices, which mainly have dual-

core or quad core processors. The power demand depends on the state of the CPU that can be 

idle, awake or active. Firstly, the idle state stands for the current drawn by the system when CPUs 

are in system suspend state. Secondly, the awake state describes the power used when the CPUs 

are in scheduling idle state and the system is not in system suspend state. Thirdly, the power 

demand of the active state depends on the different frequencies of the CPU, which are accessible 

with the Android Power Profiles (Google 2014c) for Android devices. Figure 3 shows the linear 

correlation between the CPU frequencies and the discharging current, exemplified by the 

available data of the LG Nexus 5. The linear regression model is confirmed with a coefficient of 

determination of 0.99109 and a linear equation of 0.0002x + 9.2779. According to Blackburn 

(2008, 5) the correlation between the CPU utilization and the power demand is also linear. 

 
Table 1: CPU frequencies and 

corresponding discharging current of the 

LG Nexus 5 

(Source: own illustration) 

Frequency [kHz] 

Discharging 

current [mA] 

300000 57.9 

422400 88.2 

652800 99.6 

729600 138.8 

883200 149.6 

960000 170.2 

1036800 178.3 

1190400 189.1 

1267200 232.1 

1497600 256.5 

1574000 266.4 

1728000 287.7 

1958400 325.7 

2265600 386.2 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Linear relationship between the CPU discharging 

current and the CPU frequency of the LG Nexus 5 

(Source: own illustration) 

 

Sent and received mobile data is another reason for increasing power demand. The packets are 

either transmitted via the cellular network, or via a Wi-Fi connection. There are different 

generations of cellular networking, such as Third Generation (3G) and Long-Term Evolution 

(LTE). Each has different transfer rates and power demands when transmitting data. Moreover, 

the tail state of Wi-Fi or cellular connections consumes power and is the period of time the 

technology stays active for after receiving or transmitting data. The tail state represents a main 

share of the power demand of cellular networking according to former research (Pathak, Hu, & 
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Zhang 2012, 5). The LTE technology consists of many parallel, narrow-band subcarriers. Peak 

download rates can be up to 299.6 Mbit/s and upload rates up to 75.4 Mbit/s. These rates depend 

on the user equipment category (Astely et al. 2009). Regarding cellular networking, previous 

research suggests a connection between the transmitted and received bytes and the power 

demand. Balasubramanian, Balasubramanian, and Venkataramani (2009, 7) present an averaged 

linear energy consumption over 50 trials and different mobile devices of 0.025 * x + 3.5 J/s. 

Ristanovic et al. (2011, 3) suggest an energy consumption of 100 J/MB for cellular networks. 

Both approaches ignore the distance from the mobile device to the next cellular tower. Wi-Fi is a 

local area wireless technology (WLAN) that links devices using a distribution method. The data 

transfer with Wi-Fi is in general more energy efficient compared to cellular networking 

(Balasubramanian, Balasubramanian, & Venkataramani 2009, 7).  

 

Using GPS there are two ways to get a location fix on mobile devices. A fix occurs when there is 

an unobstructed line of sight to at least four GPS satellites. The highest accuracy is provided by 

GPS location providers, which use the GPS receiver of mobile devices. Network location 

providers use the cellular and Wi-Fi network to get a location fix, which has the advantage that it 

also works inside of buildings. The power demand for GPS depends on the state, which can be 

either on or off. A constant power is consumed in the on state and zero in the off state (Google 

2014c). 

 

The cell standby in Android phones stands for the power used when the phone is searching for a 

signal. This usage is zero when cellular networking is not activated. The power is used for 

sending and receiving signals from the cell tower and listening for calls or Short Messaging 

Service) SMS. The idle power is the power used while the mobile device is not active. E.g. this 

power is used for listening for user activation and waiting for scheduled app actions (Google 

2014c).  

 

The terms screen, CPU, cellular, Wi-Fi, GPS, cell standby and idle are hereinafter referred to as 

the power components. 
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3 Approaches for measuring and recording power demand of applications 
There are several approaches to measure the power demand and energy consumption of 

applications. This chapter reviews the literature to present these approaches. In addition the 

results are collected, noted and compared in order to provide an overview of the current state of 

research in the area of measuring and recording power demand of applications. The findings of 

this section include a table that summarizes outcomes with respect to identified characterizations. 

3.1 Application performance management software 
APM software is used in organizations to initiate, deploy, monitor, fix, update and optimize 

systems. It measures response times and resource interactions. The aim is to manage and improve 

the overall stability and usability of software (Sydor 2010, xi). These tools do not provide explicit 

data of the power demand or energy consumption of applications but monitor the usage of the 

CPU and the memory and provide detailed information about crash reports and stack traces. 

According to Kowall/Cappelli (2013) the following companies and their tools are the leaders in 

the APM sector: Compuware, AppDynamics, New Relic, and Riverbed Technology (pictured in 

Figure 4). Due to this fact the analysis of the functionalities is focused on the APM software 

produced by these four vendors. 

 

 
Figure 4: Magic quadrant for the APM sector 

(Source: adapted from Kowall/Cappelli (2013)) 

3.1.1 Compuware dynaTrace 

dynaTrace4 is an on-premise solution that traces every transaction from end-user (mobile or non-

mobile) to application servers, databases and external services. It shows the interactions between 

the user and the application, and therefore, assists with understanding user experience and 

determines where the user spends time within the application. Errors and uncaught exceptions are 

shown and a stack trace that includes the first ten lines of the selected session is displayed. 

Furthermore, the CPU and memory usage of the host is visible for every transaction. dynaTrace 

                                                 
4 Compuware dynaTrace, http://www.compuware.com/en_us/application-performance-

management/products/dynatrace-free-trial.html, accessed at 1.9.14 
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also shows the sequence diagram of a transaction to determine the reason for an error or 

exception. Moreover, you can drill down into the code for every error to determine the cause. 

Furthermore, the application performance in public, private or hybrid clouds can be monitored 

(Compuware 2014a). dynaTrace traces transaction throughout web servers, Java, .NET and PHP 

servers and native and mainframe servers to the database. Smart agents are injected into the 

distributed systems and these place sensors at component boundaries, rich-clients and browsers to 

capture data. These data includes CPU data, response time, method arguments and return values, 

Structured Query Language (SQL) statements, messages, exceptions, log messages and memory 

diagnostics. The smart agents forward this data to the dynaTrace server (Compuware 2012). 

Figure 5 shows the complete architecture of dynaTrace. 

 

 
Figure 5: dynaTrace architecture 

(Source: adapted from Compuware (2012)) 

3.1.2 Compuware mobile application monitoring 

The cloud-based mobile application monitoring solution5 supports the platforms Android and 

iOS6. The main focuses are on performance monitoring and usage analytics (Compuware 2014b). 

Since the power demand recording in this thesis is exemplified by an Android app, the 

functionalities of this monitoring tool are explained using the Android platform. To instrument a 

mobile application the Application Development Kit (ADK) is downloaded and the 

CompuwareUEM is installed as an Eclipse7 plug-in. The last step is to include the Android ADK 

library in the Eclipse build environment. Along with methods for instrumentation the ADK is 

used in the Android project and can report events, values and errors to the Compuware APM 

server (Compuware 2013). Performance and availability problems are evaluated with the 

collected data. Moreover, the root causes of crashes and errors are determined and custom 

application events are created and monitored (Compuware 2014b). 

                                                 
5 Compuware mobile application monitoring, http://www.compuware.com/en_us/application-performance-

management/products/mobile-app-monitoring-free-edition.html, accessed at 3.9.14 
6 Apple iOS, https://www.apple.com/de/ios/, accessed at 1.11.14 
7 Eclipse, https://eclipse.org/, accessed at 3.12.14 
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3.1.3 AppDynamics 

AppDynamics describes itself as an application intelligence platform. In addition to monitoring 

application performance (for Android, iOS and web clients) it also shows how the performance 

impacts business operations (AppDynamics 2014b). The overall performance of the monitored 

application is split up into business transaction health and server health. Moreover, the average 

response time and error load as well as the flow of all business transactions are shown in the 

dashboard of AppDynamics. A transaction scorecard indicates the user experience of one specific 

transaction. In order to identify errors and failed transactions, lists of error transactions and 

transactions with the longest response time can be shown (AppDynamics 2014c). A deployment 

with AppDynamics includes an AppDynamics controller. This controller can be installed on-

premise or accessed as software as a service (SaaS). It is the central repository and analytics 

engine where the performance data is stored and analyzed. This data can be accessed either using 

the controller UI or programmatically via the AppDynamics representational state transfer 

(REST) application programming interface (API). The application server agents inject 

instrumentation in the application’s byte code at runtime and can be installed on Java, .NET, PHP 

and Node.js applications. The machine agents collect data about machine performance and send it 

to the controller. Both web end-user and mobile end-user experience is collected and displayed. 

With AppDynamics for databases, performance issues related to the database can be determined 

(AppDynamics 2014a). The architecture is shown in a diagram in Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6: AppDynamics architecture 

(Source: adapted from adapted from AppDynamics (2014a)) 

3.1.4 New Relic  

New Relic’s APM is deployed as a SaaS solution. It supports Ruby, Java, .NET, PHP and Python 

application types. It is available for iOS, Android and web clients. The collected data is shown on 

a dashboard that can be customized. On this dashboard the five most critical web transactions 

according to performance and throughput are shown. In addition, the response times of the 

transactions and of the background tasks are displayed (NewRelic 2014a). For monitoring an 

Android app the New Relic Eclipse plug-in has to be installed. After setting permissions the 

agent is started in the Eclipse project. The collected data can be seen in the New Relic account 

(NewRelic 2014b). 
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3.1.5 Riverbed Technology 

SteelCentral for Performance Management and Control from Riverbed Technology comprises 

four primary APM solutions. SteelCentral Analyzer for web-based applications, SteelCentral 

AppResponse for network based application performance monitoring, SteelCentral AppMapper 

for runtime application delivery mapping and SteelCentral AppInternals for transaction tracing 

and data analysis. For complete visibility throughout all applications a conjunction of these 

solutions can be used. The collected data includes the response time and page views separated for 

every page of the monitored application. Slow pages are highlighted and the health of the server 

is indicated using colors. A world map shows the performance of the application worldwide 

(riverbed 2014).  

3.2 Mobile application measurement software 
In this subchapter the tools for mobile apps measurements are presented. The target OSs and 

basic functionalities are described, as well as the high-level architecture, if available.  

3.2.1 AppScope 

AppScope is an Android-based energy metering system that monitors the application’s hardware 

usage at a kernel-level. Based on that data it estimates the energy consumption of each hardware 

component. AppScope uses an event-driven monitoring method and is implemented as a kernel 

module (Yoon et al. 2012, 1). AppScope measures CPU, LCD, Wi-Fi, cellular (3G) and GPS 

power demand. This is done with detection of process requests that are accessing hardware 

components and analysis of status changes of the requested hardware components. The Event 

Detector detects system calls that are relevant to hardware component operation. The resulting 

detections are forwarded to the Hardware Component Usage Analyzer, where the usage statistics 

and data for applying the power model are gathered. The CPU usage is based on the utilization 

and the frequency. Wi-Fi usage is metered depending on the packet rate, and 3G (Third 

Generation) usage is based on the state. The power demand of LCD usage depends on display 

brightness and duration (Yoon et al. 2012, 6-7). For monitoring the behavior of the system calls 

the kernel is modified. For all evaluations the Nexus One is used with Android platform 2.3 and 

it was developed for the Linux kernel 2.6.35.7. The power model used in AppScope does not 

support Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), multi core and memory components. The described 

framework of AppScope is shown in Figure 7. 

 

 
Figure 7: Framework AppScope  

(Source: adapted fromYoon et al. (2012, 4)) 
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3.2.2 Power Tutor 

Power Tutor is an Android app available on the Google Play Store that estimates the power usage 

using Power Booter, which is a tool that generates models for the battery discharge behavior for 

phones. Battery fuel gauge sensors and the knowledge of the battery discharge behavior are used 

for the estimation (Zhang et al. 2010, 1). “Battery fuel gauges determine the amount of charge 

remaining in a secondary battery and how much longer (under specific operating conditions) the 

battery can continue providing power” (Turnbull 1999, 1). Power Tutor retrieves usage statistics 

for the hardware components (LCD/OLED, CPU, 3G, audio, GPS, sensors, Wi-Fi) from the proc 

and the sys file system, provided by Linux. This is displayed in graphs that show the current 

power demand in mW. The sys file system exports information kernel data structures, their 

attributes and the linkages to user space (Mochel/Murphy 2003). The proc file system presents 

information about processes and hardware usage (Bowden/Bauer 1999). The power estimation in 

the source code is based on measured constants exemplified by HTC Dream and HTC Magic 

phones and the display, LCD or OLED, is determined by a hard coded list of phones that have 

OLED. In addition to the power consumed by the hardware components, the overall consumption 

of the system or any specific app running on the phone is displayed as percentage of the total and 

in J. In the detailed view the current power and the average power consumption from the profile 

start are shown. 

3.2.3 PowerProf 

PowerProf uses the Nokia Energy Profiler8 for a power-profiling scheme for mobile devices. This 

application, which focuses on power modeling with a genetic algorithm instead of energy 

metering of applications, evaluates models for Wi-Fi, accelerator, compass, Global System for 

Mobile Communications (GSM), CPU, Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) communication and 

GPS. The measured and predicted power in W is shown in a graph for three Nokia phones (N97, 

N8, C7) (Kjærgaard/Blunck 2012, 7-8). When starting the PowerProf a request is sent to a 

software power API to start time stamped power measurements. The start of features is logged 

with general programming APIs and the power consumption for API calls that are issued in the 

programming language are collected as the basis for the measurement of the hardware 

components. This data is processed and used for a genetic algorithm, which searches for the 

optimal parameter values for the power model (Kjærgaard/Blunck 2012, 4-5).  

3.2.4 Eprof 

The focus of Eprof lies on fine-grained energy accounting on smartphones and the app is 

implemented for Windows Mobile 6.5 and Android. This tool measures CPU, 3G, Wi-Fi, and 

GPS in mA but does note measure Random Access Memory (RAM), OLED and sensor battery 

drain. It measures the drawn current on thread and routine level, for the listed hardware 

components. In the Android implementation the routine tracing is done by modifying the Android 

debug class to trace the API calls, whereas system-call tracing is done in the bionic C library and 

the kernel. The collected logs are post-processed with an Android traceview (Google 2014e) 

modification, where the energy metering is done with an explicit accounting policy (Pathak, Hu, 

& Zhang 2012, 7-10). 

                                                 
8 Nokia Energy Profiler, http://store.ovi.com/content/73969, accessed at 1.12.14 
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3.2.5 PowerScope 

PowerScope is a tool for profiling energy usage of applications by mapping the energy 

consumption to program structure. The approach combines hardware instrumentation to measure 

current level with kernel software support to perform statistical sampling of system activity. In a 

post-processing analysis, software maps the sample data to the program structure and produces a 

profile of energy usage by process and procedure of the energy consumption. Statistical sampling 

is used to profile the energy usage of a computer system. To reduce the overhead, a two-stage 

process generates profiles. During the data collection stage, the tool samples both the power 

consumption and the system activity of the profiling computer. Afterwards, PowerScope 

generates an energy profile from this data during a later analysis stage. Since the analysis is post-

processed it creates no additional overhead. NetBSD is the operating system of the profiling 

computer and Windows 95 the operating system of the data collection computer 

(Flinn/Satyanarayanan 1999, 3-5). 

3.2.6 Trepn 

The semiconductor company Qualcomm 9  developed the diagnostic tool Trepn to profile 

performance and energy consumption of Android applications. One constraint of this tool is that 

it only works for devices featuring Qualcomm Snapdragon processors (Qualcomm 2014). With 

the Trepn Android app any app installed on an Android device or system can be diagnosed. This 

diagnosis contains the CPU load and frequency (separated for all cores), the GPU frequency (in 

kHz), the Bluetooth state, the mobile data and Wi-Fi state, the memory usage and the screen 

brightness and state. All this data is displayed as graphs as an overlay during the usage of the 

monitored app or in the Trepn app itself (Qualcomm Technologies 2014, 44-46). The required 

data points can be chosen in the settings. Trepn warns that the results are falsified if more than six 

points are selected and if the device is plugged into power while profiling. It also records power 

statistics such as the percentage of charge that remains and the battery usage or the consumed 

power in mA or mW. This data is recorded overall for an app or the system. When stopping the 

profiling within the app the graphs can be reviewed or the data can be exported as a .csv or .db 

file, which includes the measured values of the chosen data points and provides the possibility for 

further analyzing the profiling session (Qualcomm Technologies 2014, 30). The profiling can 

also be started outside the app with an external script or another Android application (Qualcomm 

Technologies 2014, 38). To profile an Android app the Trepn app has to be installed on the 

connected device (Qualcomm Technologies 2013, 4). With the Trepn Eclipse plug-in the graphs 

of the data points are shown inside of Eclipse, which is running on a external computer and a 

session can be started and ended here as well.  

3.2.7 Little eye labs 

The tool from Little eye labs, which was recently acquired by Facebook 10  (Abrams 2014), 

monitors the power consumption of the different hardware components. Due to the acquisition 

the tool cannot be downloaded and tested at the moment. The desktop-tool detects all installed 

apps on the device and the required one can be selected (littleeyelabs 2014). In addition to the 

app’s total and the system’s power consumption, the power consumed by CPU, Wi-Fi, display, 

                                                 
9 Qualcomm, https://www.qualcomm.com/, accessed at 15.10.14 
10 Facebook, https://www.facebook.com/, accessed at 1.12.14 
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GPS (experimental) and 3G is collected. Furthermore, the network data consumption and 

memory consumption is monitored. This tool also shows a list of active threads and the CPU 

consumed by each thread as a percentage of the app’s total CPU power demand. Instantaneous 

and cumulative consumption of the CPU are available in the threads view. It can be determined 

which threads were active at any point of time in the app (littleeyelabs 2013, 4-5). According to 

the company, the overhead of this monitoring tool can be among 5% - 15%. This overhead does 

not affect the performance and power numbers of the recorded app since it runs in an external 

process.  Collected data can be saved after monitoring with the little eye data format (.lel) or 

exported into a .csv format. The monitoring can be done either with the UI or with the command 

line (littleeyelabs 2013, 10-11). 

3.2.8 Android power profiles 

The Android power profiles are provided by the device manufacturers and define the current 

consumption value for the component and the approximated actual battery drain caused by 

hardware components over time. The profiles support information about the screen, CPU, 

Bluetooth, cellular radio and Wi-Fi. Power consumption is specified in mA of the current draw at 

a nominal voltage. With this data the power demand of the power components can be measured in 

real-time, but the completeness of the data vary between devices and manufacturers. To access 

this information in real-time, hidden methods of the Android framework have to be accessed with 

the usage of reflection 11. For every power component, a value is given that depends on the state. 

Besides on and off, the power components can have intermediate steps, such as on but not active 

(Google 2014c). Table 2 shows the values of the power components screen, Bluetooth, GPS and 

CPU of the LG Nexus 5. 

 
Table 2: Android Power profile of the LG Nexus 5 

(Source: own illustration) 

Power Profile Nexus 5 

Screen.on [mA] 82.75 

Screen.full [mA] 201.16 

Bluetooth.active [mA] 51.55 

Bluetooth.on [mA] 0.79 

Gps.on [mA] 76.23 

Cpu.speeds [kHz] 300000, 422400, 652800, 729600, 883200, 960000, 

1036800, 1190400, 1267200, 1497600, 1574000, 

1728000, 1958400, 2265600 

Cpu.awake [mA] 17.4 

Cpu.active [mA] 57.9, 88.2, 99.6, 138.8, 149.6, 170.2, 178.3, 189.1, 

232.1, 256.5, 266.4, 287.7, 325.7, 386.2 

Cpu.idle [mA] 3.2 

Battery.capacity [mAh] 2300 

                                                 
11 Reflection, http://developer.android.com/reference/java/lang/reflect/package-summary.html, accessed at 4.12.14 
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3.2.9 Android 5.0 developer preview 

The Android 5.0 developer preview12  was announced at the Google I/O 2014 Keynote13. It 

provides several new APIs and tools for power measurement. This includes the advancement of 

the dumpsys batterystats API and the battery historian that visualizes and analyses bug reports. 

 

The dumpsys batterystats API is not new on Android 5.0 but provides more information about 

power measurements in the new version. The tool runs on the device and dumps information 

about the status of the system services. For this thesis the new features for power measurements 

are of importance. The new information includes the history of battery related events, global 

statistics for the device, approximated power usage per unique user identification (UID) and 

system component, per app mobile ms per packet, system UID aggregated statistics and app UID 

aggregated statistics. This data is accessible by executing the dumpsys batterystats command in 

the Android shell. The information can be retrieved since the last time the phone was unplugged, 

charged or the data can be manually reset. The estimated power use in mAh includes the battery 

capacity, the computed drain and the actual drain. The supported system components are the 

screen and Wi-Fi. It also computes the battery usage for idle state and cell standby, which is the 

battery used by cellular radio. This radio is responsible for getting signal, hence this number is 

high when there is no signal or the signal is weak. The output also shows the power use per UID, 

which is an identifier each Android app gets when it is first installed. For accessing this API 

inside of an app, root access of the Android device is required. The battery historian tool creates a 

HyperText Markup Language (HTML) visualization of power-related events and maps power 

usage to the existing wake lock. An exemplified output from the dumpsys batterystats API of the 

estimated power use per system component and UID is shown in Figure 8. 

 

 
Figure 8: Output estimated power use of the dumpsys batterystats API 

(Source: own illustration) 

                                                 
12 Android 5.0 Developer Preview, https://www.android.com/versions/lollipop-5-0/, accessed at 10.10.14 
13 Google I/O 2014, https://www.google.com/events/io, accessed at 30.08.14 
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The statistics since last unplugged, such as the time on battery, the total run time and detailed 

information about screen, mobile data, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth usage are also provided by Android 

5.0. Furthermore, the partial wakelock time and the signal levels are cumulated. The detailed 

output the statistics since last unplugged is shown in Figure 9. With this information the power 

demand of mobile data can be approximated with the knowledge of the sent and received bytes.  

 

 
Figure 9: Output statistics since last unplugged of the batterystats API 

(Source: own illustration) 

 

Another difference to previous versions is the new Android Runtime (ART) that replaces the 

Dalvik Virtual Machine (VM). New features include ahead-of-time compilation, improved 

garbage collection and improved debugging support, such as a sampling profiler that, contrary to 

the traceview tool, does not affect performance noticeably. Apps developed for the Dalvik VM 

might not be fully compatible with the new runtime. 

3.3 Evaluation of the different approaches 
This section summarizes the findings of the collection of the different approaches in a table. The 

evaluation is carried out to find the best requirements for a new utility tool that records the power 

demand at a specific granularity. The input for this app is taken from the existing approaches, that 

are reviewed with an evaluation scheme that is based on several characteristics, some of which 

refer to a review of energy measurement approaches from Noureddine, Rouvoy, and Seinturier 

(2013, 6). This section goes into more detail of the chosen characteristics and summarizes the 

approaches with respect to these characteristics in a table. 

 

Target applications 

Every approach has specific applications for which the tool is built. The first distinction identifies 

mobile or web-clients. When the target application is mobile, the operating system is stated, 

which is mostly Android, iOS, Windows Mobile14 or Symbian15. 

 

                                                 
14 Windows Phone, http://www.windowsphone.com/de-de, accessed at 5.12.14 
15 Symbian, http://symbian.nokia.com/, accessed at 9.9.14 
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Power metering 

The focus of this research lies on tools that measure the power demand of applications. Some 

approaches do not measure the power demand but performance and have detailed information 

about crash reports and stack tracing. This criterion states whether the reviewed tool is designed 

for power demand/energy consumption measuring. 

 

Granularity of metering 

The granularity of the metering describes the components that are measured. This can include the 

metering of the whole system, specific apps or processes, hardware components or metering at 

the level of threads, classes and methods. When the tool does not meter power demand/energy 

consumption, this criterion represents the finest granularity other performance data is measured 

for. 

 

Monitored resources 

The monitored resources state the resources for which data is captured. If the granularity includes 

hardware components, this characteristic lists the hardware components that are metered, for 

instance CPU, memory, Wi-Fi, 3G, LCD, OLED, sensors and screen. Other performance data, 

e.g. CPU and memory usage, response time and error load, is also listed here. 

 

Method 

According to Damaševičius, Štuikys, and Toldinas (2013), there are three methods for the 

measurement of energy consumption in mobile devices. Hardware-based measurements treat the 

mobile device as a black box, and the supplied voltage and current is measured with a digital 

multimeter. With internal software based measuring, no extern equipment is required. The extern 

software based methodology includes a computer that is connected to the mobile device and 

processes the power demand/energy consumption. Hence, the three methods are hardware-based 

measurements, internal software and external software. 

 

Analysis 

The analysis of the collected data can be done in real-time by showing graphs on the computer or 

as an overlay on the smartphone, or can be processed after the metering. The two characteristics 

referring to this criterion are real-time or post-processing analyses. 

 

Export of data 

After the metering, the data can be exported in different file extensions. Popular extensions in 

case of large datasets recorded with mobile devices are are .csv, .db or .xls files. 

 

Modifications/Restrictions 

Some approaches modify software, for instance the Linux kernel or other provided APIs. These 

modifications lead to restrictions and difficult reproduction. Other restrictions can include the 

operating system used, the smartphone and needed root access on the device. 

 

The different approaches are compared in Table 3 regarding these characteristics. 
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Table 3: Comparative table of power demand recording approaches  

(Source: own illustration) 

Approach/Reference Target apps Power  Granularity Monitored 

resources 

Method  Analysis Export of data Modifications/Rest

rictions 

dynaTrace/ 

(Compuware 2014a) 

Web-clients, 

mobile 

No Transaction CPU and 

memory usage, 

response time 

External 

software 

Real-time No - 

Mobile Application 

Monitoring/ 

(Compuware 2014b) 

Android, iOS No Transaction CPU and 

memory usage, 

response time 

External 

software 

Real-time No - 

AppDynamics/ 

(AppDynamics 2014b) 

Android, iOS, 

web clients 

No Transaction CPU and 

memory usage, 

response time, 

error load 

External 

software 

Real-time No - 

New Relic/ 

(NewRelic 2014a) 

Android, iOS, 

web clients 

No Transaction CPU and 

memory usage, 

response time 

External 

software 

Real-time No - 

Riverbed Technology/ 

(riverbed 2014) 

Android, iOS, 

Web Clients 

No Transaction CPU and 

memory usage, 

response time 

External 

software 

Real-time No - 

AppScope/ 

(Yoon et al. 2012) 

Android Yes Hardware 

components 

CPU, LCD, 

Wi-Fi, 3G, GPS 

Internal 

software 

Real-time Yes Linux kernel 

2.6.35.7 

Power Tutor/ 

(Zhang et al. 2010) 

Android Yes Hardware 

components, 

app 

LCD/OLED, 

CPU, 3G, 

audio, GPS, 

sensors, Wi-Fi 

 

Internal 

software 

Real-time No Optimized for HTC 

G1, HTC G2 
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Approach/Reference Target Apps Power  Granularity Monitored 

Resources 

Method  Analysis Export of 

Data 

Modifications/Rest

rictions 

PowerProf/ 

(Kjærgaard/Blunck 

2012) 

Nokia 

(Symbian) 

Yes Hardware 

components 

Wi-Fi, 

accelerator, 

compass, GSM, 

CPU, HTTP, 

GPS 

Internal 

Software 

Post-processing No - 

 

Eprof/ (Pathak, Hu, & 

Zhang 2012) 

Android, 

Windows 

Mobile 

Yes Hardware 

components, 

threads, 

methods 

CPU, 3G, Wi-

Fi, and GPS 

Internal 

Software 

Post-processing Yes Kernel 

modification, 

traceview 

modification 

PowerScope/ 

(Flinn/Satyanarayanan 

1999) 

 Yes App System Hardware Post-processing No Kernel modification 

Trepn/ 

(Qualcomm 2014) 

Android Yes Hardware 

components, 

app 

CPU, GPU, 

Bluetooth, 3G, 

Wi-Fi, memory, 

screen 

Internal 

Software, 

External 

Software 

Real-time Yes with .csv 

and .db format 

- 

Little Eye Labs/ 

(littleeyelabs 2014) 

Android Yes Hardware 

components, 

CPU, threads 

CPU, Wi-Fi, 

display, GPS, 

3G 

External 

software 

Real-time Yes with .lel 

and .csv format 

- 

 

Android Power 

Profiles/ 

(Google 2014c) 

Android Yes Hardware 

components 

Screen, CPU, 

Wi-Fi, cellular, 

Bluetooth 

Internal 

software 

Real-time No Rooted device 

Android 5.0 Developer 

Preview/ 

(Google 2014a) 

Android Yes Hardware 

components, 

app 

Screen, Wi-Fi, 

cell standby, 

idle 

Internal 

Software 

Real-time, post-

processing 

No Rooted device 
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The goal of this chapter is to find approaches that can be taken as an input to implement a 

prototype that records the power demand of apps over time. With new dumpsys batterystats API 

of Android 5.0 the power demand of the system and several power components can be measured. 

Therefore, this API is the foundation for the power demand measurements and also provides 

detailed information about the transmitted mobile data, which is the basis for the calculation of 

the cellular power demand.  

 

The Android Power Profiles provide power demand information depending on the state of the 

power component. To determine the current CPU power demand, the current CPU frequency is 

matched with the power demand at this frequency at runtime. The available CPU frequencies and 

the associated power demand values are detected from the prototype at the beginning of a 

recording at runtime and hence are depending on the mobile device used. 

 

The granularity of the measurements of the prototype is similar to the one of the Eprof tool that 

provides energy information on a method level. In addition to the mobile data, GPS and CPU the 

prototype also distributes the power demand of the screen to the methods. Moreover, the duration 

of the measurements of the prototype are much longer, since the Eprof tool only measures up to 

40s. 

 

Finally, UI input is taken from the Trepn tool, which provides an overlay with real-time 

information. The overlay can be disabled and shows the power demand of the components and 

the methods with high power demand in real-time. The tools from which input is taken from are 

marked in grey in Table 3. 
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4 Approaches for tracing runtime statistics of applications 
This chapter addresses the prototype’s requirement to trace the runtime statistics of the recorded 

app. To achieve this goal several Android and Linux debug tools for method tracing are 

examined and compared according to selected specifications. The main goal is to find a tool, 

through literature review, which evaluates the called method in real-time. The real-time tracing is 

a challenge, since most of the debug tools are designed for post-processing of the results. The 

presented tools are Android traceview, Jstack, Systrace and atrace. 

4.1 Traceview 
The Android traceview tool is a graphical viewer for the execution logs that are saved by the 

traced app (Google 2014e). This includes system methods as well as the package intern methods 

of the traced app but does not include kernel calls. In addition to the methods the different threads 

are shown with the active time and the methods that are called from a specific thread. 

Furthermore, the children and parents of every called method can be inspected and the methods 

can be sorted according to several criteria. The CPU Time of a method is the time this method 

uses the CPU, whereas the Real Time is the time that is needed for the execution of this method, 

which is CPU time plus waiting time. Inclusive Time means that this time includes the time that 

is needed from its children and Exclusive Time is only the time needed for a specific method. 

This tool can only be used if the debuggable flag of the traced app is set to true, otherwise the 

start of the tracing will fail. To start the tracing the command adb shell am profile <PID> 

start <TRACEFILE> has to be called from the command line. The process identification (PID) 

of all running apps is shown with the command adb shell ps. <TRACEFILE> stands for the path 

to where the file should be saved, which is usually the Secure Digital Memory Card (SD card) of 

the mobile device, and the filename must end with the extension .trace. To stop the profiling 

/sdcard/dmtrace.trace. adb shell am profile <PID> stop is executed and the 

dmtrace.trace file is then saved to the SD card of the mobile device and can be copied to the 

computer (e.g., with the adb pull /sdcard/dmtrace.trace ./ command). Another way to 

generate the dmtrace.trace file is to work with the Android Debug class16 programmatically. To 

start the tracing the method Debug.startMethodTracing() is called and 

Debug.stopMethodTracing() is called to stop the tracing. The file is automatically saved to the 

SD card of the mobile device and can be graphically viewed with the traceview command. An 

example of how to start the traceview tool from the Android Debug Bridge (ADB) is shown in 

Listing 1. 

 
adb shell am profile 23439 start /sdcard/dmtrace.trace 

adb shell am profile 23439 stop 

adb pull /sdcard/dmtrace.trace ./ 

891 KB/s (5590 bytes in 0.006s) 

cd <PATH_TO_ANDROID_SDK>/tools 

./ traceview <PATH_TO_FILE>/dmtrace.trace 

Listing 1: Capturing a trace with the Android traceview tool 

(Source: own illustration) 

                                                 
16 Android Debug Class, http://developer.android.com/reference/android/os/Debug.html, accessed at 11.11.2014 
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The graphical user interface of the traceview tool is shown in Figure 10. In the lower part of the 

figure the methods are listed, ranked according to their Inclusive CPU Time. In the upper part the 

active threads are shown on a timeline. The dmtrace.trace file that is created from the traceview 

tool consists of two pieces of output. The data file contains the trace data, such as the method 

calls, and the key file provides a mapping from binary identifiers to thread and method names. 

These two files are concatenated when the tracing is completed. The traceview tool cannot be 

used within an the Android shell and therefore does not provide real-time data. With the 

dmtracedump tool the dmtrace.trace file can be visualized as a tree of method calls (e.g., with the 

dmtracedump –o <PATH>/dmtrace.trace command). No root access is required for this tool.  

 

 
Figure 10: UI of the Android traceview tool 

(Source: own illustration) 

4.2 Jstack 
Jstack can be used to print the stack trace of a Java process at a specific time. It displays the 

status of each thread with the full class name, method name, byte code index and line number, if 

this information is available. This tool is called from the command line with jstack <PID> 
(Oracle 2014). This command cannot be executed from within the Android shell, but this stack 

trace is generated and saved in a trace.txt file when the Application Not Responding (ANR) 

message is shown. Figure 11 gives an example of the beginning of such a file. 
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Figure 11: Output of trace.txt file created with Jstack 

 (Source: own illustration)  

 

This file can also be generated manually by using the kill -3 <PID> command within the 

Android shell; and the LG Nexus 5 stores the file in /proc/anr/trace.txt. Executing this 

command and reading the corresponding file within an Android app would give a real-time 

analysis of the threads and methods with low granularity,  because the file only shows the status 

of a specific time and does not provide dynamic updates. Root access is required for using this 

command inside of the shell. 

4.3 Systrace 
The Systrace tool (Google 2014d) is an Android system-wide tracing utility that captures a trace 

that includes data from user land and kernel that was introduces with Android 4.1. It traces and 

captures the execution times of the applications processes and other system processes. On the 

kernel side it traces the data from the CPU scheduler, disk activity and application threads. The 

methods executed from an app can be traced by implementing the methods of the Android Trace 

class17. The Systrace tool is a python script running on the host side and is located in the 

platform-tools of the Android SDK. Listing 2 shows how a trace can be captured with the 

Systrace tool. 

 

cd <PATH_TO_ANDROID_SDK>/platform-tools 

cd systrace 

python systrace.py –time=10 –o mynewtrace.html sched gfx view vm 

capturing trace... done 

downloading trace... done 

wrote file:///<PATH_TO_ANDROID_SDK>/platform-tools/systrace/mynewtrace.html 

Listing 2: Command line usage of the Systrace tool 

(Source: own illustration) 

                                                 
17 Android Trace Class, https://developer.android.com/reference/android/os/Trace.html, accessed at 9.12.14 
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Systrace generates an HTML report that shows all system processes for a specific time interval, 

which shows the execution of the traced app in context of the whole Android environment. This 

tool can only be used for post-processing since it cannot be executed from the Android shell. 

When executing the command several tracing categories can be chosen. Figure 12 shows an 

output of a 10 seconds long trace with the categories CPU scheduling, graphics, view and 

Windows Manager. Internally, the Systrace tool calls atrace via the ADB. 

 

 
Figure 12: User interface of the Systrace tool 

(Source: own illustration) 

4.4 atrace 
atrace (Google 2014b) is native Android binary that uses the ptrace interface. ptrace18 stands for 

process trace and is a Linux tracing tool that provides a means by which one process can observe 

and control the execution of another process. atrace allows tracing of apps of different categories 

without the modification of the source code. The executions of a specific app can be traced with 

source code parameterization. 

 

The command can be executed with several options, such as setting the trace time and buffer size. 

The full list of options is shown in Figure 13 below. In addition to the options, trace categories 

can be specified. For instance the Windows Manager, Activity Manager and the executions of the 

Dalvik VM can be monitored. Moreover, several CPU related events can be traced, e.g. the CPU 

frequency and CPU scheduling. The CPU frequency category traces every change in the 

frequency of the CPU, separated for all cores. The CPU scheduling category traces scheduling 

wakeups and switches of processes and threads. Figure 14 shows the full list of categories 

provided by atrace. This tool does not require root access on the mobile device and can be used in 

real-time by the means of executing it inside the Android shell. A limitation is the need of stamps 

in the source code when tracing specific apps. 

 

                                                 
18 ptrace, http://linux.die.net/man/2/ptrace, accessed at 07.12.14 
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Figure 13: Available options of the atrace command 

(Source: own illustration) 

 

 
Figure 14: Available categories 

of the atrace command 

(Source: own illustration) 

 

The output of a trace captured with atrace contains several aspects. Firstly, it shows the name and 

PID of the task that is responsible for the associated execution. Secondly, it shows the CPU core 

on which it is executed, and thirdly a time stamp indicates the exact time of execution. Finally, 

the function and class names are displayed, if available. The amount of entries can exceed several 

hundred thousand, depending on the set time of the tracing. A 10 seconds long tracing with four 

categories has 32591 entries. This huge amount of data can lead to a memory problem in further 

processing, which can be done by redirecting the captured trace to a file instead of the standard 

output. The command line usage of the atrace tool is shown in Listing 3 and the beginning of a 

captured trace is shown in Figure 15.  

 

adb shell atrace <OPTIONS> <CATEGORIES> 

Listing 3: Command line usage of the atrace tool 

(Source: own illustration) 

 

 
Figure 15: Captured trace with the atrace command 

(Source: own illustration) 

4.5 Evaluation of the different approaches 
This section compares the different approaches regarding set characteristics and summarizes the 

outcome in a table. The selection of the characteristics is done with the goal to find a tool that 
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traces the runtime statistics of a specific app with a high granularity and in real-time with limited 

restrictions. The defined characteristics are listed and described below. 

 

Trace data 

The trace data specifies the area from which the data is captured. This can include kernel calls 

where a program requests a service from the kernel, or calls from the user land. The required data 

for this thesis are the executed classes and methods from a specific process. 

 

Granularity 

The information about the exact traced data is stated in the granularity characteristic. This can be 

threads, classes and methods. Furthermore, this data can be accessed either dynamic or only at a 

specific time. A dynamic access to the data provides information without loss of information, 

whereas the data of only a specific state does, hence a dynamic tracing is preferred. 

 

Analysis 

The analysis of the data can be done real-time or with post-processing. To provide real-time data, 

the tracing tool must not require additional hardware or software. 

 

Restrictions 

Restrictions define certain prerequisites or modifications that are needed in order to use the 

presented tool. One restriction is the need of the source code to enable the tracing of classes and 

methods. In addition the requirement of a rooted mobile device is another restriction. 

 

The Table 4 below shows a summary of the presented approaches with respect to the introduced 

characteristics. 

 
Table 4: Comparative table of method tracing approaches 

(Source: own illustration) 

Approach/Reference Trace data Granularity Analysis Restrictions 

traceview/ (Google 

2014e) 

User land Threads, classes, 

methods, dynamic 

Post-

processing 

Source code 

required 

Jstack/ (Oracle 2014) User land Threads, classes, 

methods at 

specific time 

Real-time 

with .trace 

file 

Root access 

required 

Systrace/ (Google 

2014d) 

Kernel, user land 

when 

instrumented 

Kernel calls, 

processes, threads, 

classes methods, 

dynamic 

Post-

processing 

No app 

tracing 

Atrace/ (Google 

2014b) 

Kernel, user land 

when 

instrumented 

Kernel calls, 

processes, threads, 

classes methods, 

dynamic 

Real-time 

with ADB 

shell 

No app 

tracing 
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The goal of this chapter is to find a tool that traces the methods of the Android-based recorded 

app in real-time. Jstack is the only approach that fulfills this requirement, but the huge loss of 

information due to the static creation of the .trace file is problematic. The traceview tool provides 

all needed information but does not support real-time processing. For this reason, the source code 

of the traceview tool is modified to provide information in real-time. With this modification the 

tracing of the methods is conducted. 

 

The atrace tool was introduced to trace the methods of the recorded app, but during the research 

another functionality attracted attention for the area of the power demand recording. The tracing 

of the CPU frequency can provide a continuous basis for calculating the power demand of the 

CPU. Thus, the atrace tool is used to calculate a more accurate CPU power demand by tracing 

every change of the CPU frequency. The tools that provide input for the prototype are marked in 

grey in Table 4. 
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5 Prototype implementation 
This bachelor thesis presents an Android-based prototype, named PowerRecorder, which records 

the power demand on a hardware-level over a longer period of a specified Android app, 

hereinafter referred to as the System under Test (SUT). The recording measures the power 

demand at a specific Time Interval (TI) of approximately 7s. Furthermore, this utility app traces 

the called methods and distributes the power demand to these methods. In the following text the 

term top methods refers to the methods with high power demand. In contrast to Eprof, where the 

power demand is also measured on the method-level, the recorded data is shown in real-time and 

the recording is done over a longer period. One constraint of the Eprof tool is the limited 

measurement time since it only measures up to about 40 s, whereas the presented utility app has 

no limitations according to time, except memory. Contrary to AppScope, recordings with the 

PowerRecorder do not require OS modifications and other than hardware-based measurements it 

does not require additional hardware such as measurement devices or computers. The prototype 

is tested on a LG Nexus 5 with the specifications described in Appendix A. This mobile device 

was specifically selected, because it is Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) and bootloader 

unlocked and supported the Android 5.0 Developer Preview at the time the prototype was 

implemented. The prototype is not limited to this device but it is not tested on other devices. This 

chapter describes the requirements and architecture of the prototype and the tools used for its 

implementation. 

5.1 Requirements of the prototype 
The evaluation of the existing measurement tools shows that no approach meets all requirements 

for a long-time power recording. Therefore inputs and certain features are taken from existing 

tools and are combined in a new Android utility-tool. Android 5.0 provides the dumpsys 

batterystats API for measurements of certain power components and components that are not 

included are measured with the Android Power Profiles. Input for the overlay, UI and data export 

is taken from the Trepn app. The granularity of the measurements is based on the Eprof tool that 

measures the energy consumption at the level of threads and methods. The tracing of the runtime 

statistics is done with a modification of the Android traceview tool and the recording of the CPU 

frequency, which is required for the calculation of the CPU power demand, is done with the 

atrace tool. By combining these features, the utility app should meet the following main 

requirements: 

 

The prototype records the power demand of the SUT on a power component and system 

level. 

The implementation of this requirement uses different APIs for certain power components. The 

dumpsys batterystats API is used for the recording of the system, Wi-Fi, screen, cell standby and 

the transmitted bytes for cellular. The power demand of the CPU and the GPS is based on the 

values in the Android Power Profiles, and the CPU frequency is traced with atrace. 
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The prototype records the runtime statistics of the SUT. 

The runtime statistics of the SUT are traced with a modification of the Android traceview tool. 

This approach provides additional information of the called methods, such as CPU time and 

number of calls. The trace data is accessed in real-time within the protoype. 

 

The prototype determines the top methods. 

Due to the huge amount of data that is generated with the Android traceview tool, the methods 

are ranked according to their Inclusive CPU Time in a first step. Afterwards the power demand of 

the hardware components CPU, network, screen and GPS is distributed to those methods to and a 

subsequent ranking determines the top methods. 

 

The prototype runs in the background during the recording of the SUT. 

When the recording is started a background service is created simultaneously. This service 

performs long-running operations in the background and does not provide a UI. Therefore, the 

measurement of the data is done in the background and updates are sent to the UI every TI to 

provide real-time charts and power demand information. 

 

The prototype shows the recorded data as an overlay. 

The overlay is implemented with an Android Toast19 that shows the system power demand as a 

graph, the top methods and the power demand on a power component level. The graph is realized 

using the Android GraphView API, and is updated every TI. 

 

The prototype exports the recorded data in an Excel file. 

Since Microsoft Excel 20  files are common for the processing of large datasets, the 

PowerRecorder exports the reports into an Excel workbook. The export is implemented with the 

Java Excel API21 that provides simple methods for creating an Excel file with a big amount of 

data in a short time. 

 

According to these requirements the PowerRecorder monitors the SUT and gets runtime and 

battery statistics as an input from the Android framework. Subsequently, the prototype processes 

this data and provides two different reports. Firstly, the Power Recording Report that includes the 

power demand of the separate hardware components, and secondly the Method Tracing Report, 

that contains the processed called methods of the SUT. On overview of the high-level design of 

the PowerRecorder is given in Figure 16. 

 

                                                 
19 Android Toast, http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/ui/notifiers/toasts.html, accessed at 9.12.14 
20 Microsoft Excel, http://office.microsoft.com/de-de/excel/, accessed at 9.12.14 
21 Java Excel API, http://jexcelapi.sourceforge.net/, accessed at 5.12.14 
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Figure 16: High-level design of the prototype 

(Source: own illustration) 

5.2 Flowchart of the prototype 
The workflow of the prototype consists of five main steps. The start of the power recording is 

initiated from the user and the app starts to record the power demand of the power components 

and runtime statistics of the SUT in a given TI. The recorded data is internally saved after each TI 

and displayed to the user until the power recording is stopped. Finally, the collected data is saved 

in detailed reports on the SD card of the mobile device for further analysis. The flowchart of the 

prototype is shown in Figure 17. 

 

 
Figure 17: Flowchart of the prototype 

(Source: own illustration) 
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5.3 Architecture of the prototype 
With the requirements defined, the prototype was designed to combine several subsystems. The 

Android Framework provides the traceview tool with which the called methods are traced and 

saved to a file. With the Android Location Manager22 the status of the GPS is determined which 

is either on or off. If the GPS is on, the power demand is calculated with the Android Power 

Profiles. The CPU frequency is traced with atrace and the power demand is matched with the 

value from the power profile of the mobile device. The dumpsys batterystats API provides the 

battery drain of Wi-Fi, Screen, UID, cell standby, idle, and the system that is used for the power 

demand measurements. The graph that is displayed as an overlay in real-time is done with the 

help the Android Graphview API. With Microsoft Excel the exported file is further analyzed and 

the data is graphically processed. Figure 18 shows the design of the prototype with the several 

subsystems. The main functionalities of the PowerRecorder can be characterized with the 

following entities: PowerComponentsReader, TraceviewReader, PowerDistributor, Exporter and 

GraphOverlay. These entities are further described below. 

 
Figure 18: Subsystem decomposition of the prototype 

(Source: own illustration) 

5.3.1 PowerComponentsReader 

The PowerComponentsReader is responsible for parsing the output of the dumpsys batterystats 

API. The command dumpsys batterystats –unplugged is executed in the shell of the mobile 

device and the output is parsed for Wi-Fi, screen, cell standby, idle and UID battery drain. This 

command is executed once every TI and the recorded data is saved and calculated for TI since the 

power values provided by Android 5.0 are accumulated. Moreover, these values in mAh are 

converted into mA to provide the same unit for all power components. CPU and GPS are 

matched according to their status with the values of the Power Profiles, which provide the power 

demand in mA. The received and sent bytes from the cellular network are also recorded with the 

                                                 
22  Location Manager, http://developer.android.com/reference/android/location/LocationManager.html, accessed at 

1.12.14 
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dumpsys batterystats API and the power demand is calculated from the received and sent bytes 

according to Ananthanarayanan/Stoica (2009), who summarize a mean value for cellular data 

transfer in J/MB. The J/MB value is converted into mA/B for further processing. 

5.3.2 TraceviewReader 

To trace the called methods of the SUT, the Android traceview tool is modified. Instead of 

displaying the results of a measurement on the traceview UI, the method data is collected by 

connecting the TracviewReader to the DmTraceReader of the traceview tool. The collected 

methods are filtered to get only those methods, which are called from the SUT. Afterwards they 

are sorted according to their Inclusive Real Time. In order to get the methods, which do not call 

another method from the SUT, i.e. the methods that have only system methods as children in 

their call stack trace, the children of each method are examined. After determining those methods 

the first ten methods are saved and it is evaluated if the methods have system methods that are 

responsible for network, screen or GPS battery drain. The CPU power demand is calculated 

based on the Inclusive CPU Time.  

5.3.3 PowerDistributor 

The PowerDistributor distributes the recorded power demand of the power components to the top 

methods of one TI. In the first step it determines how many methods are responsible for screen, 

GPS or network drain and it uniformly distributes the power demand of a power components to 

the methods that drain the specific power component. The CPU power demand is multiplied with 

the CPU load of the SUT in this TI before it is distributed, due to the linear relationship between 

the CPU load and the CPU power demand. The list of the top methods of the recording is updated 

to include the new top methods of the TI. 

5.3.4 Exporter 

After the stopping of the recording the Exporter saves three Excel worksheets in a workbook to 

the SD card. The first worksheet is always created and contains the time in accumulated ms and 

the power demand of the several power components. The second worksheet contains the top 

methods of each TI with the associated stopping time of the tracing. The third worksheet contains 

the power demand of the top methods of the entire recording with the respective power demand. 

The method data contains the power demand of CPU, GPS, screen and network for each method 

and can be easily displayed as a bar chart in further processing. The files can be opened with 

Microsoft Excel and copied into the PowerRecorder_template.xls, which automatically shows the 

power demand of the power components, the top methods per TI and the top methods of the 

recording graphically. 

5.3.5 GraphOverlay 

The system power demand in mA is shown to the user as a transparent overlay that contains a 

graph, which is drawn using the Android GraphView API23. This overlay is updated every TI and 

it can be enabled or disabled before the starting of the recording. In addition to the power demand 

the names of the three top methods of this TI and the power demand of the power components in 

                                                 
23 GraphView, http://android-graphview.org/, accessed at 29.10.14 
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mA as a text are displayed. With this overlay, the user can see the methods and power 

components that drain the battery in real-time. 

5.4 Class diagram of the prototype 
Figure 19 shows the Unified Modeling Language (UML) class diagram of the prototype, which 

consists of all elements that are necessary to describe the functionality of the PowerRecorder. 

The main attributes and methods of each class is described in detail in the tables below.  

 

The abstract PowerComponent class represents a component of a mobile device that drain the 

battery. The attributes of this class are listed in Table 5. 

 
Table 5: Attributes of the PowerComponent class 

(Source: own illustration) 

PowerComponent 

Attribute Type Description 

name String The name is uniquely for a type of PowerComponents. 

 

The screen of a mobile device is represented by the Screen class, which is a subclass of the 

PowerComponent class. The attributes are listed in Table 6. 

 
Table 6: Attributes of the Screen class 

(Source: own illustration) 

Screen 

Attribute Type Description 

powerDemandScreen float Represents the power demand in mA of the Screen for 

one TI. 

 

The Cpu class represents the CPU of a mobile device. It is a subclass of the PowerComponent 

class and the attributes with their description are shown in Table 7. 

 
Table 7: Attributes of the Cpu class 

(Source: own illustration) 

Cpu 

Attribute Type Description 

powerDemandCpu float Represents the power demand in mA of the CPU for one 

TI that is calculated from the associated Cpu frequency. 

The current CPU frequency is determined with the atrace 

tool in kHz. 

  

The Cellular class is a subclass of the PowerComponent class and has attributes that describe the 

mobile data transmission of a mobile device. This data is collected for the mobile data 

transmitted by the entire system and for the data transmitted by the SUT. The attributes are listed 

in Table 8 below. 
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Table 8: Attributes of the Cellular class 

(Source: own illustration) 

Cellular 

Attribute Type Description 

powerDemandCellular float Represents the cellular power in mA demand that is 

calculated from the number of transmitted bytes. 

powerDemandCellularApp float Represents the cellular power of SUT, which is 

calculated from the number of transmitted bytes from the 

SUT. 

bytesReceived float Represents the bytes received from the phone in the TI.  

bytesSent float Represents the bytes sent from the mobile device in the 

TI. 

bytesReceivedRecordedApp float Represents the bytes received from the SUT in the TI. 

bytesSentRecordedApp float Represents the bytes sent from the SUT in the TI. 

 

The Uid class represents an Android UID that is created specifically for any installed package. It 

is a subclass of the PowerComponent class. At runtime, there are two instances of this class each 

TI, one that represents the PowerRecorder and one that represents the SUT. The main attributes 

are described in Table 9 below. 

 
Table 9: Attributes of the Uid class 

(Source: own illustration) 

Uid 

Attribute Type Description 

powerDemandUid float Represents the power demand in mA of a UID of one TI. 

cpuLoad float Represents the CPU load of the UID as a percentage of 

the full CPU utilization. 

 

The CellStandby class is a subclass of the PowerComponent class and the attributes are listed in 

Table 10. 
Table 10: Attributes of the CellStandby class 

(Source: own illustration) 

CellStandby 

Attribute Type Description 

powerDemandCellStandby float Represents the power demand in mA of the cell standby 

of one TI. 

 

The Idle class represents the idle state of the mobile device and is a subclass of the 

PowerComponent class. Table 11 below shows the attributes of this class. 
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Table 11: Attributes of the Idle class 

(Source: own illustration) 

Idle 

Attribute Type Description 

powerDemandIdle float Represents the power demand in mA of the mobile 

device when idle for one TI. 

 

The BatteryInformation class comprises all information available about the battery of the mobile 

device. It is a subclass of the PowerComponent class. The attributes are listed in Table 12. 

 
Table 12: Attributes of the BatteryInformation class 

(Source: own illustration) 

BatteryInformation 

Attribute Type Description 

capacity int Represents the capacity of the battery in mAh. 

voltage int Represents the voltage of the battery in mV. 

powerDemandComputed float Represents the overall power demand of the system in 

mA for one TI.. 

 

Table 13 below shows the attributes of the Gps class, which is a subclass of the 

PowerComponent class. 
Table 13: Attributes of the Gps class 

(Source: own illustration) 

Gps 

Attribute Type Description 

powerDemandGps float Represents the power demand in mA of the GPS sensor 

for one TI. 

 

The Wifi class represents all information available of the Wi-Fi connection of a mobile device. It 

is a subclass of the PowerComponent class and the attributes are described in Table 14. 

 
Table 14: Attributes of the Wifi class 

(Source: own illustration) 

Wifi 

Attribute Type Description 

powerDemandWifi float Represents the power demand in mA of the Wi-Fi for 

one TI. 

 

The PowerComponentsReader is responsible for providing the power demand information for all 

power components. It parses all PowerComponents that are available at that specific TI, hence the 

relationship between the PowerComponentsReader class and the PowerComponent class is an 

aggregation. The main method of this class is presented in Table 15. 
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Table 15: Main methods of the PowerComponentsReader class 

(Source: own illustration) 

PowerComponentsReader 

Method Description 

startReading(SparseArray<Double>, Context): 

ArrayList<PowerComponent> 

This method starts the reading of the output of the 

dumpsys batterystats API and returns an ArrayList 

with all PowerComponents of this TI. The 

SparseArray comprises the possible CPU 

frequencies of the CPU and the associated power 

demand in mA. 

 

The TraceviewReader class connects the PowerRecorder to the modification of the traceview 

tool. With the functionality of the traceview source code the dmtrace.file is read from the SD card 

to provide the information about the called methods. The TraceviewReader instantiates one 

instance of the DmTraceReader of the traceview tool, hence the association is a one-to-one 

relationship. The main method is described in Table 16. 

 
Table 16: Main methods of the TraceviewReader class 

(Source: own illustration) 

TraceviewReader 

Method Description 

readTraceFile():Hashmap<Long, List<MethodData>> This method reads the dmtrace.trace file from the SD 

card and returns the end time of the TI with the list of 

the top methods. 

 

The PowerDistributor distributes the power demand of the power components on the top 

methods. It has a one-to-one relationship with the TraceviewReader and the 

PowerComponentsReader. The main method and its description is shown in Table 17. 

 
Table 17: Main methods of the PowerDistributor class 

(Source: own illustration) 

PowerDistributor 

Methods Description 

distribute(List<MethodData>, float, float, float, float, 

float): void 

This method distributes the power demand of the CPU, 

network, screen and GPS to the top methods of the TI. 

Therefore the parameters are a list of the top methods, 

and the power demand of the components as floats. The 

drawn current in mA is evenly distributed on the 

methods that use this specific component. 

 

The Exporter class exports the recorded data in an Excel file using the Java Excel API. It is 

instantiated in the onDestroy method of the PowerRecorderBackgroundService class. Thus, the 

relationship between the two classes is a one-to-one relationship. The main method is explained 

in Table 18.  
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Table 18: Main methods of the Exporter class 

(Source: own illustration) 

Exporter 

Methods Description 

export(PowerComponentsReader, boolean): boolean This method exports the recorded data in an Excel file 

with three separate worksheets. The parameters are the 

PowerComponentsReader that has the power demand 

data and a boolean that indicates weather the user 

enabled the method tracing. The return value indicates 

weather the data was exported successfully. 

 

The PowerRecorderBackgroundService class performs the measurements and is started from the 

MainActivity. It has a one-to-one relationship to the PowerDistributor and the Exporter. The 

Exporter is created before the PowerRecorderBackgroundService is destroyed to save the 

recorded data. Furthermore, the service sends the recorded data to the MainActivity to update the 

UI. Table 19 below describes the main method of the PowerRecorderBackgroundService. 

 
Table 19: Main methods of the PowerRecorderBackgroundService class 

(Source: own illustration) 

PowerRecorderBackgroundService 

Methods Description 

sendUpdatesToUI(List<MethodData>): void This method sends the updated information about the 

power demand and the methods to the MainActivity each 

TI. This action is implemented with an Intent that is sent 

to a BroadcastReceiver.  

 

The MainActivity class sets up the UI of the PowerRecorder. From there the measurements are 

started and ended. In addition, the user can enable the method tracing and the overlay. The main 

methods are listed in Table 20.  

 
Table 20: Main methods of the MainActivity class 

(Source: own illustration) 

MainActivity 

Methods Description 

onClick(View): void The pressing of the button in the MainActivity starts and 

stops the PowerRecorderBackgroundService and 

launches the SUT. When the background service is 

started, the user settings are enclosed to the Intent. 

displayOverlay(String, String): void This method displays the overlay with the real-time 

data, if it is enabled in the settings. The graph of the 

system power demand is shown using the GraphView 

API. 
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Figure 19:UML class diagram of the prototype 

(Source: own illustration) 
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5.5 Limitations 
During development, we came across several limitation of the prototype. Firstly, the prototype 

measures the data with a TI of approximately 7 seconds and starts again when data processing is 

done resulting in a measurement gap of the runtime statistics of 200 ms – 1 s, depending on the 

amount of data that needs to be processed. Long processing times come from the huge amount of 

traced methods that have to be ranked in real-time. Therefore, the methods are not traced during 

the processing, which results in a small loss of information. 

 

Secondly, the runtime statistics of apps are a black box and cannot be traced without the approval 

of the developer. Thus, method tracing is only possible for self-developed or open source apps. 

Accordingly, it is not possible to compare the power demand of different closed source apps on a 

method-level. Nevertheless, app developers can use this tool for their own apps or open source 

apps. 

 

Thirdly, initiating the method tracing of the SUT remotely from the PowerRecorder on the LG 

Nexus 5 was not possible, because of problems when starting the Activity Manager inside the 

device shell. Hence, code fragments have to be inserted into the source code of the SUT, which 

starts collecting the called methods. Due to this fact, CPU overhead is generated from the SUT, 

which should be generated from the PowerRecorder to ensure a more accurate overhead analysis. 

 

Fourthly, the collected data strongly depends on the information provided by the new Android 

operating system version 5.0, which does not provide power demand information about cellular 

data, GPS and CPU. Therefore, this power demand is approximated with other approaches, e.g. 

GPS and CPU are measured with the Android Power Profiles (Google 2014c). The power 

demand of cellular networking is approximated with results from previous work that ignores 

several aspects that influence the power demand of this component and therefore has 

inaccuracies. Furthermore, Android 5.0 does not provide the power demand of the power 

components for the different apps running on a mobile device. Thus, the power demand cannot be 

measured on an app-level with the same granularity. 

 

Finally, the PowerRecorder only considers the frequencies of one CPU core and does not support 

the accurate power demand measurement of multi-core processors, due to limited information 

provided by the available APIs. The consideration of multiple cores would increase the accuracy 

of the measurement of the CPU’s power demand. 
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6 Guidelines for a power experiment 
This chapter describes the procedure on how to approach recordings with the presented utility 

app. This starts with prerequisites the user has to meet in order to perform recordings. 

Furthermore, guidelines gives detailed instructions on how to start a recording and on how to 

process the generated data afterwards.  

6.1 Prerequisites 
PowerRecorder is implemented and tested for the LG Nexus 5 that runs the Android 5.0 

developer preview. Because of different directories to files that PowerRecorder accesses and the 

usage of reflection24 to access certain methods of the Android API, problems can occur with 

other Android mobile devices. Before starting a recording Universal Serial Bus (USB) debugging 

has to be enabled and the phone has to be rooted. To ensure correct data for the power demand 

recording, the phone must not be plugged into a power source during the measurement, since this 

results in falsified data. Furthermore, other processes should be killed with a task manager in 

advance to avoid influencing the recording. In order to enable the method tracing of the SUT the 

dmtrace.trace file creation has to be set up in the source code of the SUT. When the SUT is 

started the method tracing begins and is stopped after the TI. The PowerRecorder observes this 

stopping and reads the created file. The SUT monitors the deletion of the file with a 

FileObserver25 and starts the method tracing again. The overlay of the PowerRecorder is realized 

with a Toast, therefore other Toasts that are created, e.g. from the Superuser access management 

tool have to be disabled. Listing 4 shows the code fragment that has to be inserted in the activity 

of the SUT that is created when the app first starts. It initializes the handler, the delay with which 

the tracing is stopped, the FileObserver that observers the deletion of the file and the runnable 

that is started after the first starting of the method tracing. 
 

import android.os.FileObserver; 

import android.os.Handler; 

import android.os.Debug; 

import java.util.Timer; 

import java.util.TimerTask; 

Handler h = new Handler(); 

int delay = 5000; //milliseconds 

public static FileObserver observer; 

private Runnable runnable = new Runnable() { 

    @Override 

    public void run() { 

        Debug.stopMethodTracing(); 

    } 

}; 

Listing 4: Imports and initialization of the Handler, delay, FileObserver and Runnable in the activity of the SUT 

(Source: own illustration) 

                                                 
24 Java.lang.reflect, http://developer.android.com/reference/java/lang/reflect.html, accessed at 25.11.14 
25 FileObserver, http://developer.android.com/reference/android/os/FileObserver.html, accessed at 23.11.14 
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In the onCreate method of this activity the method tracing is started and then stopped with a 

delay. Afterwards the FileObserver starts the method tracing again when the dmtrace.trace file is 

deleted from the PowerRecorder. Listing 5 shows the source code that has to be implemented in 

the onCreate method of this activity. When the activity is destroyed the FileObserver and the 

method tracing are stopped, which is shown in Listing 6. To read and write to the SD card of the 

phone the permission android.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE has to be added to the 

AndroidManifest.xml. The PowerRecorder can trace the methods when this code is implemented 

in the SUT. 
 

Debug.startMethodTracing(); 

h.postDelayed(runnable, delay); 

observer = new 

FileObserver(Environment.getExternalStorageDirectory().getAbsolutePath()) {  

    @Override 

    public void onEvent(int event, String path) { 

        if ((FileObserver.DELETE & event) != 0) { 

          if(path.equals("dmtrace.trace")){ 

            Debug.startMethodTracing(); 

            new Timer().schedule(new TimerTask() { 

              @Override 

              public void run() { 

                  Debug.stopMethodTracing();} 

          }, delay); 

            } 

        } 

    } 

}; 

observer.startWatching(); 

Listing 5: First start of method tracing and set up of the FileObserver in the onCreate method of the activity 

(Source: own illustration) 

 

@Override 

protected void onDestroy(){ 

    observer.stopWatching(); 

    Debug.stopMethodTracing(); 

  } 

Listing 6: Stopping the FileObserver and the method tracing in the onDestroy method of the activity 

(Source: own illustration) 

6.2 Start power recording 
The SUT has to be fully closed when starting the PowerRecorder. In the MainActivity the method 

tracing and the graph overlay can be enabled if required. Moreover, the package name of the SUT 

has to be entered, which can be found with the command adb shell ps. When the start button is 

pressed the PowerRecorder starts the SUT, if the entered package is installed on the mobile 

device. The UI of the MainActivity with the mentioned settings is shown in Figure 20. When the 
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PowerRecorder is started for the first time the Superuser access management tool requests access 

for this app as shown in Figure 21. The access has to be granted for unlimited time, otherwise the 

recording fails. The access can also be granted inside the Superuser access management tool. 

 

 
Figure 20: UI of the MainActivity when starting a 

recording 

(Source: own illustration) 

 

 

 
Figure 21: Superuser request when starting a 

recording 

(Source: own illustration) 

 

When the SUT is started successfully the PowerRecorder displays an overlay (if enabled in the 

settings) with real-time data. This overlay consists of three different sections and is updated every 

TI. In the first section, at the top of the overlay, the power demand of the system in mA is 

displayed as a graph. With this information the power demand can be tracked in real-time when 

performing actions (e.g. when a button is pressed). In the second section the 3 top methods are 

displayed, if method tracing is enabled and the third section shows the power demand in mA of 

the power components. Figure 22 shows the overlay during a MyTracks recording and the 

detailed information of the overlay can be seen in Figure 23. 
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Figure 22: Overlay of the 

PowerRecorder during a MyTracks 

recording 

(Source: own illustration) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 23: Detailed view of the overlay of the PowerRecorder 

(Source: own illustration) 

 

6.3 Stop power recording 
In order to stop the recording, the SUT is closed and the stop button in the PowerRecorder is 

pressed; the UI of stopping the recording is shown in Figure 24. The time of the recording is only 

limited by the memory, but there have been no problems recording for one hour. When the 

recording is stopped, the PowerRecorder.xls is saved to the SD card of the phone and can be 

found with a file explorer. From there, the file can be exported to the computer e.g. with a file 

sharing program or by E-Mail. The PowerRecorder.xls consists of two reports; the Power 

Recording Report, includes all the data of the power components in mA and the Method Tracing 

Report includes the top methods of each TI and the top methods of the recording. This output has 

to be copied to the PowerRecorder_template.xls to analyze the recorded data automatically. 
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Figure 24: UI of the MainActivity when stopping a recording 

(Source: own illustration) 

6.4 Data analysis with the Excel template 
The generated data is written into three separate worksheets in the PowerRecorder.xls, the 

PowerRecordingReport, the MethodTracingReport-1 and the MethodTracingReport-2. The 

PowerRecordingReport includes the column headings Time [ms], System [mA], Voltage [mV], 

Screen [mA], Wi-Fi [mA], Cellular [mA], Cellular App [mA], Idle [mA], Cell Standby [mA], 

CPU [mA], PowerRecorder [mA] and SUT [mA]. The Method Tracing Report is only generated, 

when method tracing is set up and enabled. The MethodTracingReport-1 includes the column 

headers Method Name, Inclusive Real Time [ns], Inclusive CPU Time [ns], Calls, CPU [mA], 

GPS [mA], Screen [mA] and Network [mA]. In this report the methods of the TI are saved, and 

the leading number of every list of methods indicates the end time of the TI in ms. The column 

headings of the MethodTracingReport-2 are the same, but the methods listed here are the top 

methods of the recording. 

 

Data from the PowerRecorder.xls has to be copied to the PowerRecorder_template.xls to 

automatically generate the graphs for analysis. The worksheets of the 

PowerRecorder_template.xls are Raw_Data, PowerRecordingReport, PowerRecording-

Report_Chart, MethodTracingReport-1, MethodTracingReport-1_Chart, MethodTracing-Report-

2 and MethodTracingReport-2_Chart. In the template, the columns that must not be modified are 

in blue. The columns from the worksheet PowerRecordingReport in the PowerRecorder.xls are 

copied to the workbook Raw_Data in the PowerRecorder_template.xls, where the column 
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headings are the same. When all data is copied to the Raw_Data worksheet in the 

PowerRecorder_template.xls, the power demand in mW is calculated from the data in mA, by 

multiplying it with the voltage, in the PowerRecordingReport worksheet. The power demand of 

the power components compared to the system power demand is shown as a graph in the 

worksheet PowerRecordingReport_Chart. It shows the power demand of the power components 

in a stacked bar chart over time in minutes and that of the system is shown in a line chart to 

compare it to the total of the power components. From the MethodTracingReport-1 a chart is 

generated that shows the top methods of a certain TI. Therefore the data of the required TI is 

copied from the PowerRecordingReport-1 to the PowerRecorder.xls to the 

PowerRecordingReport-1 of the template. From this data the chart is generated in the 

MethodTracingRepor-1_Chart. Finally, the PowerRecordingReport-2 data is copied to the 

worksheet with the same name in the template to generate the chart of the top methods in the 

MethodTracingReport-2_Chart. The charts of the method tracing reports are stacked bar charts 

that show the power demand of the method names. 
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7 Functional evaluation 
The recordings of three different apps are made to evaluate the prototype proposed in this thesis. 

After identifying apps with similar functionality that can be compared, recordings are made with 

and without method tracing enabled to identify the overhead of the prototype. The result of the 

power recording is the power demand of the different power components over time, and the 

method tracing results are the top methods for each TI and the top methods of the recording. 

Other experiments show differences in the power demand of apps with similar functionality, 

therefore the first part of this chapter compares the overall power demand of the chosen apps to 

identify differences. GPS tracking fitness apps are selected for the SUT since they use a variety 

of power components. The runtime statistics of the SUT can only be gathered on apps where the 

source code is available, thus open source apps are selected for this part of the evaluation. 

Furthermore, the power demand of the open source apps is compared with closed source apps. 

7.1 Identification of Android apps 
The choice of open source GPS tracker apps is limited, but currently three apps with similar 

functionality are available. The presented open source apps are GOFG Sports computer, 

MyTracks and RunnerUp. The power demand can also be compared to closed source apps, 

therefore the Runtastic app is also introduced. These identified apps are the basis for recording 

the power demand and tracing the runtime statistics. 

 

GOFG Sports Computer26 is available for Android, iOS and Windows Phone 7 and 8. It provides 

GPS tracking a map display and an altitude graph. It also provides the upload of workouts to 

social networks. This app’s focus lies on social sports tracking and therefore it has different 

functionalities compared to the other presented apps. MyTracks27 is another Android app that 

records the path while walking or running and also displays the speed, distance and elevation. It 

provides data about burnt calories, speed, and average speed and displays an elevation graph. The 

app also supports sharing tracks wit social networks and supports wearables optionally. The 

source code is available on Google Code28. Furthermore, it allows third-party apps to start and 

stop a recording and access the data with the MyTracks API. Another open source app, 

RunnerUp29, is a run-tracker that advertises that it is ad-free and requires no registration. Pace, 

distance and time are recorded and a map shows the path of the workout. Moreover, social media 

sharing is integrated. The measured data and the map view are very similar to the provided 

information of MyTracks. For this reason and because both apps are written in Java, the two open 

source apps that were compared are MyTracks und RunnerUp. Both, power demand and runtime 

statistics, are gathered and compared to identify differences in power demand. To compare the 

power demand of the open source apps with the power demand of the popular running app 

                                                 
26 GOFG Sports Computer, https://www.gofg.at/, accessed at 19.11.14 
27 My Tracks, https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.maps.mytracks&hl=en, accessed at 

19.11.14 
28 My Tracks for Android, https://code.google.com/p/mytracks/, accessed at 18.11.14 
29 Runnerup, https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.runnerup&hl=en, accessed at 17.11.14 
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Runtastic30, the latters power demand is also recorded. The UIs with the displayed information 

when recording a track of the apps RunnerUp, MyTracks and Runtastic are shown in Figure 25. 

 

     
Figure 25: UIs of the identified apps RunnerUp, MyTracks and Runtastic when recording 

(Source: own illustration) 

 

To evaluate the power demands of the chosen apps, 25 min runs on a specific route are 

performed, all with a starting battery level of 100% to avoid differences because of the 

decreasing voltage of the battery. Furthermore, the screen is on to avoid errors in the recording 

because of different times when the screen is on. With each app, the GPS tracking is started after 

10 seconds after starting the app and stopped after 25 min. Each recording is protocoled in a 

report that includes the path of the run on a map, a screenshot of the data of the run and the 

recorded data. The detailed reports of the recordings can be found in Appendix B, C, D, E and F 

of this thesis. The recording times for the three apps are 26.8 min (RunnerUp), 26.0 min 

(MyTracks) and 26.2 min (Runtastic). The differences exist because of the different steps that are 

required to finish a recording. To be able to compare the recorded data, the power demand/minute 

is calculated. RunnerUp needs the least power demand of 13098.14 mW/minute. MyTracks 

consumes 14418.74 mW/minute and Runtastic has the largest demand with 15958.59 

mW/minute. This means MyTracks demands 10.08% and Runtastic 21.84% more than RunnerUp 

every minute. This comparison shows that there is a difference in the power demand of these 

apps; Figure 26 shows this difference and Figure 27 shows the graphs of the power demand over 

time.

                                                 
30 Runtastic, https://www.runtastic.com/, accessed at 19.11.14 
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Figure 26: Difference in power 

demand of RunnerUp, 

MyTracks and Runtastic per 

minute 

(Source: own illustration) 

 
Figure 27: Difference in power demand of RunnerUp, MyTracks and Runtastic 

over time 

(Source: own illustration)

7.2 Power recording results 
In this subchapter, the reasons for the difference in the power demand of up to 21.84% are 

examined. Therefore, the power demand of the different power components is compared to 

identify the components that induce these differences. For every run, the power demand of idle, 

Wi-Fi, cellular, cell standby, GPS, screen and CPU are recorded and the sum is compared to the 

power demand of the system to calculate the mean error of the measurement. With the RunnerUp 

app this error is 19.26% and with MyTracks it is 11.17% overestimation. Figure 28 shows the 

sum of the power demand of the components compared to the recorded power demand of the 

system of the run with the MyTracks app. The screen has the highest power demand with 8108.6 

mW/minute followed by the CPU with 4870.26 mW/minute. The CPU power demand has peaks 

at the beginning of the run of up to 1151.79 mW and of up to 1204.86 mW at the end. With the 

mean power demand of the CPU of 659.41 mW, this means differences up to 74.67% and 

82.72% when starting and ending a run. RunnerUp and Runtastic show similar peaks. The GPS 

has a power demand of 2099.53 mW/minute followed by the cell standby with 438.49 

mW/minute. The cellular power demand, which is 181.56 mW/minute, also peaks at the 

beginning with up to 3460.04% (857.19 mW) and 492.15% (145.57 mW) at the end with a mean 

power demand of 24.58 mW. Except for these peaks, MyTracks periodically sends 1960 Bytes 

and receives 630 Bytes approximately every 20 seconds. In contrast to MyTracks, Runtastic and 

RunnerUp do not have periodically sent cellular data, but Runtastic also has a peak at the 

beginning of the run, whereas RunnerUp rarely sends small amounts of cellular data. 

Furthermore, MyTracks has a power demand of 107.47 mW/minute when searching for a Wi-Fi 

connection. 
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Figure 28: Power demand of the power components compared to the power demand of the system of MyTracks 

(Source: own illustration) 

 

The power demand of the power components cellular, cell standby and CPU differs significantly 

among RunnerUp, MyTracks and Runtastic. The cellular power demand is 35.95 mW/minute 

181.57 mW/minute and 164.26 mW/minute, respectively. Therefore MyTracks uses 405.07% and 

Runtastic uses 356.91% more power demand for cellular networking every minute than 

RunnerUp. These differences are plotted in Figure 29. The higher usage of cellular network 

traffic results in higher power demand for cell standby, which is the power demand used for 

searching and connecting to the cellular network. With the highest power demand for cell standby 

MyTracks needs 438.49 mW/minute for cell standby that is 144.92% more power than 

RunnerUp, which has a power demand of 179.04 mW/minute. Runtastic needs with 265.15 mW 

less, which is 48.10% more than RunnerUp. Figure 30 shows the differences of the power 

demand for cell standby of the three apps. With the screen, the CPU is the power component that 

has the most power demand, therefore a difference in the CPU power demand has a huge impact 

on the overall power demand. With 4956.31 mW/minute (RunnerUp) and 4870.26 mW/minute 

(MyTracks), the CPU power demand of these two apps are very similar (difference: MyTracks 

needs 1.74 % less). The power demand of the CPU for Runtastic is 53010.42 mW/minute, which 

is 7.14% more power demand than RunnerUp every minute. Figure 31 visualizes the differences 

in CPU power demand. 
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In summary, RunnerUp always has the least power demand of the power components where 

significant differences exist, except CPU where it is needs slightly more than MyTracks. In 

comparison with the other apps, MyTracks needs much more power demand for cellular and cell 

standby but has the least power demand for the CPU. Runtastic needs more power demand for 

cellular and cell standby than RunnerUp and has significantly more power demand for CPU. 

These differences are reasons for the differences in the overall power demand. 

 

 
Figure 29: RunnerUp, MyTracks and 

Runtastic power demand 

cellular/minute comparison 

(Source: own illustration) 

 

 
Figure 30: RunnerUp, MyTracks and 

Runtastic power demand cell 

standby/minute comparison 

(Source: own illustration) 

 

 
Figure 31: RunnerUp, MyTracks and 

Runtastic power demand CPU/minute 

comparison 

(Source: own illustration)

7.3 Method tracing results 
In this subchapter, the results of the method tracing during the recording are analyzed. The first 

result is a list of the names of the methods that have the highest Inclusive CPU Time in each TI 

with their power demand for network, screen, GPS and CPU. Figure 32 shows an example from 

the TI 33102 ms to 40256 ms of the MyTracks app. The power demand of network, screen and 

GPS is evenly distributed among the methods that call system methods which use the specific 

power component. The power demand of the CPU is based on the inclusive CPU time of that 

method. Because of the linear correlation between the CPU power demand and the CPU 

utilization (Blackburn 2008, 5), the power demand of the SUT is calculated by multiplying the 

power demand of the CPU with the utilization of the SUT in the specific TI. By identifying the 

methods that need the highest power demand each TI, these methods can be point of reference for 

developers to implement optimizations that save power. 
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Figure 32: Top methods of the TI 33102 ms to 40256 ms of the MyTracks app 

(Source: own illustration) 

 

In addition to the top methods every TI, the top methods of the total recording are collected. The 

method with the highest power demand of the MyTracks app is 

mytracks.util.LocationUtils.isValidLocation, which is called 2593 times, has a CPU power 

demand of 217.96 mW and a GPS power demand of 40196.84 mW. The top method of the 

RunnerUp app is runnerup.gpstracker.filter.PersistentGpsLoggerListener.onLocationChanged, 

which is called 919 times, has a CPU power demand of 3357.87 mW, a GPS power demand of 

7127.51 mW and a network power demand of 0.59 mW. In both apps, the GPS power demand 

has a huge share of the total power demand of the method. Figure 33 shows the top methods of a 

recording of the MyTracks app. 
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The identification of the power consuming methods is essential to reduce the total power 

demand. With this information the calls of certain methods can be reduced, e.g. the calls of the 

onLocationChanged method, to reduce the power demand of GPS. Moreover, with this 

knowledge the system can make decisions upon the information of the power demand of certain 

methods to reduce the total power demand. 

 

 
Figure 33: Top methods of the recording of the MyTracks app 

(Source: own illustration) 

7.4 Overhead analysis 
There are two overheads that are produced; the first one is the overhead from the utility app itself. 

This overhead is recorded with the batterystats API in addition to the other measurements. With 

the method tracing disabled, this overhead is 11397.1 mW (RunnerUp), 9018,32 mW (MyTracks) 

and 10428.63 mW (Runtastic) for the whole run. This makes a mean overhead of 57.85 mW  
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46.97 mW and 54.31 mW, respectively. This overhead, 2.43% - 3.25% of the total, is therefore 

very similar among the three apps. AppScope, in comparison, has a mean overhead of 34.9 mW 

within a measurement of 240 seconds (Yoon et al. 2012, 7) 

 

When method tracing is enabled the overhead of the utility app increases due to the additional 

evaluation of the called methods. Then the mean overhead is 138.53 mW (RunnerUp) and 190.37 

mW (MyTracks) that is a mean share of 8.99 % - 10.01% of the total. In addition, CPU overhead 

is generated because of the method tracing of the traceview tool. Due to the fact that traceview 

traces the execution of each line of Java code and needs to disable the Dalvik Just in Time (JIT) 

machine the interpreted code can be about 30 times slower than the original compiled code 

(Orensanz 2011, 18). This also leads to an increased CPU overhead, which is between 21.83% 

and 30.27% when recording RunnerUp and MyTracks, respectively. Because of the differences in 

the CPU overhead, it should be estimated for every SUT, since the CPU overhead cannot be 

generalized for Android apps. 

7.5 Conclusion 
The PowerRecorder addresses the challenge of conducting real-time power demand 

measurements of mobile apps. It records the power demand on a power component level and in 

addition traces the method calls of the SUT. Designed as an Android app, it can be used on any 

rooted mobile device that runs Android 5.0 without kernel modifications or further restrictions. 

PowerRecorder runs efficiently to collect fine-grained method-specific power information. In 

contrast to previous work it also provides real-time power demand feedback. 

 

The issue of energy efficient apps is becoming increasingly significant in the research field of 

software development. The prototype presented in this work allows developers to compare their 

implementations with other apps with similar functionality. Furthermore, the power components 

that cause differences in power demands are identified. Finally, the responsible methods are 

analyzed which helps developers to understand where to start with energy optimizations in their 

source code. Consequently, the overriding aim is the reduction of energy consumption in modern 

mobile devices. A future challenge in this field of research is the automatic creation of power 

consumption and performance models based on these measurements. 
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8 Contribution 
The results of the first research question provide an overview of the existing approaches for 

recording the power demand of applications. The characteristics of the concepts are compared in 

order to determine approaches that can be used for power demand recordings in real-time. In 

addition, tools for collecting runtime statistics are gathered in order to provide power information 

on a fine-grained level. 

 

Measuring and recording the power demand is a challenge, because of the variety of mobile 

devices and hardware components. This challenge is addressed with the prototype presented in 

this thesis, in order to answer the second research question. The measurements conducted are 

independent of the device and give real-time feedback. With this immediate response, developers 

can quickly test the power performance of their apps. Furthermore, the recorded data is made 

available in detailed reports for post-analysis. This knowledge assists developers in identifying 

power components that consume high energy and thus helps in developing more energy-efficient 

apps. In the long term, this will lead to lowering energy costs and reducing the ecological 

footprint. 

 

The answer to the third research question, the comparison of existing apps with respect to their 

power demand, emphasizes the fact that apps with similar functionalities have different power 

demand. This finding can help end-consumers to include the energy factor in the decision-making 

process when purchasing applications. This may result in an additional external incentive for 

developers to design energy-efficient apps to remain competitive. This goal is addressed by 

creating a tool that easily records the power demand of different apps and provides detailed 

information that can be compared. Furthermore, detailed guidelines explain how to conduct a 

power experiment using the prototype.  
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9 Future work 
With the presented guidelines in this thesis a power experiment should be conducted with the 

prototype to statistically evaluate the outcome of the measurements. This experiments can be 

conducted by developers to determine the exact energy consumption of their apps, or by 

researchers who compare existing apps accordingly.  

 

Currently, the prototype only considers the power demand of one core and does not support 

multi-core processors, which are standard in modern mobile devices. Multi-core processors can 

run multiple instructions at the same time and increase the overall speed of computation. Their 

integration in the power demand calculation increases the accuracy of the measurements, hence 

leading to a reduced measuring error. Therefore, the functionality of supporting multiple cores 

should be added to the prototype in the future. 

 

The calculation of the power demand of the transferred cellular data can also be improved, since 

it is based on energy consumption per byte evaluated in previous research, which does not 

consider the distance to the cellular tower or distinguishes between different models of mobile 

devices. Future work should address automatically calculating the power demand of cellular 

networking depending on the mobile device, to increase the accuracy. Moreover, the tool used 

can be upgraded if new versions of Android support the measurement of cellular data. 

 

Furthermore, the usage of the traceview tool should be reconsidered the exact functionalities of 

the new ART sampling profiler are known. This profiler, in contrast to traceview, does not 

noticeably affect run time performance. This will provide a more accurate view of app execution 

without a significant slowdown. The ability to process the data in real-time has to be evaluated in 

order to decide on the usage of the sampling profiler. With the traceview tool, this is only 

possible by modifying the source code and integrating it into the prototype. 

 

The measurements of the power demand of the hardware components are the basis for 

automatically generating power consumption model. Therefore, future work can address the 

automatic generation of power consumption or performance models based on the measurement 

tool proposed in this work. Similar research has been done by Willnecker, Brunnert, and Krcmar 

(2014), where power consumption models are automatically generated for mobile devices, with 

the help of a calibration app that stresses resources and simultaneously collects resource 

utilization and power consumption values. The generation of performance models usually is 

associated with extensive efforts. The presented study can be the foundation to automatically 

generate performance models for Android-based applications, similar to the approach of 

Brunnert, Vögele, and Krcmar (2013), where component-based performance models for Java EE 

applications are generated automatically.  

 

Moreover, the graphical real-time feedback of the power demand of applications can be used for 

experiments that evaluate user behavior when they are aware of the energy consumption. The 

evaluation could target the question, weather the usage of mobile devices changes when users see 
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the impact of their actions on the energy consumption in real-time. This could be another way to 

create energy-awareness for mobile apps and to increase the battery life of mobile devices, if the 

changed behavior results in decreasing energy consumption. 

 

Future research should also focus on using the prototype as a framework for implementing self-

adaptive energy-aware mobile applications. With real-time energy consumption data the 

framework can assist apps in making energy decisions, which extend battery lifetime. One self-

adaption technique is conditional operations, where the execution of source code depends on the 

real-time energy information. Furthermore, methods can be executed based of the knowledge on 

how much energy they consume. With these techniques the power demand of applications can be 

restricted to a constant predetermined value, and tasks can be executed at a certain time, e.g. 

when the device is plugged into power. Ardito (2013) proposes an approach for energy-aware 

mobile systems that processes real-time data on an external server. In contrast to this approach, 

the presented prototype can assist making decisions internally. 
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Appendix A  Device specifications 
 

Appendix 1: LG Nexus 5 device specifications 

(Source: LG Nexus 5 specifications31) 

LG Nexus 5 

Screen 4.95``1929 x 1080 display (445 ppi) 

Full HD IPS 

Corning® Gorilla® Glass 3 

Size 69.17 x 137.84 x 8.59 mm 

Weight 130g 

Cameras 1.3 MP front facing 

8MP rear facing with Optical Image Stabilization 

Memory 16GB 

2GB RAM 

Processing CPU: Qualcomm Snapdragon™ 800, 2.26GHz 

GPU: Adreno 330, 450MHz 

Sensors GPS 

Gyroscope 

Accelerometer 

Compass 

Proximity/Ambient Light 

Pressure 

Networks 2G/3G/4G LTE 

GSM: 850/900/1800/1900 MHz 

WCDMA: Bands 1/2/4/5/6/8 

LTE: Bands: 1/3/5/7/8/20 

Wireless Dual-band Wi-Fi (2.4g/5G) 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac 

NFC (Android Beam) 

Bluetooth 4.0 LE 

Ports & Connectors microUSB 

SlimPort™ enabled 

3.5mm stereo audio jack 

Dual microphones 

Ceramic Power & Volume buttons 

Audio Built-in speaker 

3.5 mm stereo audio connector 

Battery 2,300 mAh non-removable battery 

Standby time: up to 300 hours 

Talk time: up to 17 hours 

Internet use time: up to 8.5 hours on Wi-Fi; up to 7 

hours on LTE 

Wireless Charging built in 

Carrier Congstar GmbH 

OS Android 5.0 Developer Preview 

                                                 
31 LG Nexus 5 specifications, http://www.google.de/nexus/5/, accessed at 8.12.14 
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Appendix B Power Recording Report 15.11.14-1 RunnerUp 
 

Report recording 15.11.14-1 

Recorded app: runnerup Settings: Power demand 

Start battery level: 100 % Duration: 26.8 min 

 

 
Appendix 2: RunnerUp UI 15.11.14-1 

(Source: own illustration) 

 

 
Appendix 3: Track RunnerUp 15.11.14-1 

(Source: own illustration) 

 
Appendix 4: Measurement data RunnerUp 15.11.14-1 

(Source: own illustration) 

Component: Total power demand [mW] Power demand/minute [mW] 

System 351684.2544 13098.14256 

CPU 133076.6015 4956.310313 

Screen 216525.2094 8064.273631 

GPS 53513.38377 1993.054623 

Cell Standby 4807.078529 179.0350266 

Cellular 965.2260364 35.94891743 

Wi-Fi 2872.417326 106.9804268 

Idle 0 0 

Total 403255.0278 15335.60294 

Mean error 19.26%  

Overhead power recorder: 57.85328046 (3.25%) 
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Appendix 5: Power demand system RunnerUp 15.11.14-1 

(Source: own illustration) 
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Appendix C Power Recording Report 14.11.14-1 MyTracks 
 

 

 
Appendix 6: MyTracks UI 14.11.14-1 

(Source: own illustration) 

 

 
Appendix 7: Track MyTracks 14.11.14-1 

(Source: own illustration)

Appendix 8: Measurement data MyTracks 14.11.14-1 

(Source: own illustration) 

Component: Total power demand [mW] Power demand/minute [mW] 

System 374828.4564 14418.74357 

CPU 126606.949 4870.26292 

Screen 210790.3935 8108.596292 

GPS 54579.23163 2099.530951 

Cell Standby 11398.96855 438.4907328 

Cellular 4720.044059 181.5686717 

Wi-Fi 2793.705005 107.4670704 

Idle 0 0 

Total 410889.2918 15805.91664 

Error 11.17%  

Overhead power recorder: 46.97043851 (2.43%) 

 

Report 14.11.14-1 

Recorded app: MyTracks Settings: Power demand 

Start battery level: 100 % Duration: 26.0 min 
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Appendix 9: Power demand system MyTracks 14.11.14-1 

(Source: own illustration) 
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Appendix D Power Recording Report 09.11.14-1 Runtastic 
 

 

 
Appendix 10: Runtastic UI 09.11.14-1 

(Source: own illustration) 

 
Appendix 11: Track Runtastic 09.11.14-1 

(Source: own illustration)

 
Appendix 12: Measurement data Runtastic 09.11.14-1 

(Source: own illustration) 

Component: Total power demand [mW] Power demand/minute [mW] 

System 418495.6388 15958.5888 

CPU 139259.5824 5310.417134 

Screen 192375.9851 7335.916928 

GPS 53708.83749 2048.091241 

Cell Standby 6953.235723 265.1493096 

Cellular 4307.423465 181.5686717 

Wi-Fi 2735.066024 164.2559527 

Idle 0 0 

Total 399340.1302 15228.12746 

Error -2.84%  

Overhead power recorder: 54.31578323 (2.54%) 

Protocol recording 09.11.14-1 

Recorded app: runtastic Settings: Power demand 

Start battery level: 100 % Duration: 26.2 min 
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Appendix 13: Power demand system Runtastic 09.11.2014-1 

(Source: own illustration) 
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Appendix E Power Demand and Method Tracing Report 15.11.14-2 
RunnerUp 
 

   

 
Appendix 14: RunnerUp UI 15.11.14-2 

(Source: own illustration) 

 
Appendix 15: Track Runtastic 15.11.14-2 

(Source: own illustration) 
 

Appendix 16: Measurement data RunnerUp 15.11.14-2 

(Source: own illustration) 

Component: Total power demand [mW] Power demand/minute [mW] 

System 384422.6575 14563.17437 

CPU 133364.9352 5052.295352 

Screen 214148.712 8112.646258 

GPS 58002.87339 2197.336558 

Cell Standby 901.1011082 34.1366262 

Cellular 1550.637711 58.7431748 

Wi-Fi 2720.079615 103.0454188 

Idle 0 0 

Total 384356.9527 14560.68526 

Mean error 11.48%  

Overhead power recorder: 138.5277149 (8.99%) 

Overhead method tracing of 

system: 

21.83% 

Protocol recording 15.11.14-2 

Recorded app: RunnerUp Settings: Power demand, 

method tracing 

Start battery level: 100 % Duration: 26.4min 
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Appendix 17: Power demand system RunnerUp 15.11.14-2 

(Source: own illustration) 
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Appendix 18: Power demand top methods interval RunnerUp 15.11.14-2 

(Source: own illustration) 
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Appendix 19: Power demand top methods RunnerUp 15.11.14-2 

(Source: own illustration) 
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Appendix F Power Demand and Method Tracing Report 15.11.14-2 
MyTracks 
 

Protocol recording 15.11.14-2 

Recorded app: MyTracks Settings: Power demand, 

method tracing 

Start battery level: 100 % Duration: 25.5 min 

 

 
Appendix 20: MyTracks UI 15.11.14-2 

(Source: own illustration) 

  

 
Appendix 21: Track MyTracks 15.11.14-2 

(Source: own illustration) 

 

Appendix 22: Measurement data MyTracks 15.11.14-2 

(Source: own illustration) 

Component: Total power demand [mW] Power demand/minute [mW] 

System 393961.1623 15457.41842 

CPU 111971.9567 4393.319829 

Screen 204536.6095 8025.176738 

GPS 54927.60273 2155.133601 

Cell Standby 19312.04187 757.7252284 

Cellular 4024.275967 157.8960654 

Wi-Fi 2712.857251 106.4413796 

Idle 0 0 

Total 387428.1259 15201.0889 

Error 7.13%  

Overhead power recorder 

interval: 

190.3670545 (10.01%) 

Overhead method tracing of 

system: 

30.27% 
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Appendix 23: Power demand system MyTracks 15.11.14-2 

(Source: own illustration) 
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Appendix 24: Power demand top methods interval MyTracks 15.11.14-2 

(Source: own illustration) 
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Appendix 25: Power demand top methods MyTracks 15.11.14-2 

(Source: own illustration) 
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